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Introduction

1. The object of the present paper is to extend H. Bohr's famous theory

of almost periodic functions [4, I]f to arbitrary groups, and to show that it

gives just the maximum range over which the fundamental results of Fro-

benius-Schur representation theory [21; 22; 30] and its extensions by Peter

and Weyl [32 ] hold. We shall see in particular that all bounded linear repre-

sentations of a group are equivalent to unitary representations and belong to

this class. Another point of importance is that we free ourselves completely

from all topological assumptions (such as continuity, etc.) by the use of a defi-

nition of almost periodicity due to Bochner [2 ]. Thus we find that the general

theory, which applies to every group © whatsoever, is completely free from

topological assumptions, but all of its results (for example, all series expan-

sions) have a property of closure ; if applied to functions which are continuous

in a certain topology, they will lead only to functions of the same kind. It is

remarkable that we find in the classical case of Bohr new almost periodic

functions in addition to the known ones; even the elementary functions

fia) = e2rXai can be generalized (this connects with results of Ursell [28]). On

the other hand, in some groups (for example in all semi-simple Lie groups)

almost periodicity automatically implies continuity (this will be proved with

the aid of a theorem of van der Waerden [29]).

2. The principal difficulty in building up a general theory of almost peri-

odic functions lies in finding a generalization of the Bohr integral mean

l   rT
hm —        fix)dx

T-"*>    ¿1    J -T

if the real numbers x and T are replaced by the elements of an arbitrary group

® which need not be even topological; also, the function fix) may be discon-

tinuous. We meet this difficulty by finding an entirely new definition (cf.

Definitions 4 and 5) which may be proved to be fit for the role of a "mean"

under all conditions. The direct discussion of our mean is very simple and is

given in Part I.

* Presented to the Society, March 31, 1934; received by the editors December 18, 1933.

t The numbers in brackets refer to the bibliography at the end of the paper.
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This mean is an extension of an integral in compact groups previously

defined by the author [19]. It is defined by means entirely different from

those employed in Haar's integral [11] with which it coincides for compact

groups, but from which it differs widely for non-compact groups, first, be-

cause for such groups it is an integral-mean and not an integral ; second, be-

cause it is free from topological restrictions, while Haar's integral applies only

to locally compact and separable groups; third, because it is defined for al-

most periodic functions while Haar's integral is defined for measurable func-

tions, and in general neither of these two classes contains the other.

3. The content of Parts I-V is as follows: Part I gives our general theory

of the mean. Part II applies this theory (by using the powerful method of

Weyl [31 ]) to prove the fundamental theorems of the Bohr theory, Parseval's

formula and the approximation theorem. As we have to combine the devices

contained in two papers of Weyl [30; 31] we find it advisable to give the

proofs in full, even though the repetition is often almost literal. Part III re-

peats the main results of the Frobenius-Schur and Peter-Weyl theory of rep-

resentations, and connects them with the theory of almost periodic functions.

It provides a basis for the statement that the present general theory of almost

periodic functions is the widest range over which this theory of representa-

tions holds without any loss of strength. Part IV connects our theory with

topological and other restrictive conditions. By investigating the details of

eight examples we illustrate the principal types of combinations of these no-

tions which are likely to occur. Finally, we discuss the question as to how

many almost periodic functions exist in a given group. Part V is entirely de-

voted to the proof that the maximal amount exists in Abelian groups (subject,

however, to certain topological restrictions). Here the integral of Haar is used

in combination with certain theorems of the author on operators and func-

tions of operators [17]. The extension of some results of Haar on countably

infinite Abelian groups [10 ] is of great importance for these investigations.

4. It is probable that most of the further developments of the Bohr theory

will also apply to our general theory. Among these developments are finer

convergence theorems, summability theorems, and Stepanoff's generaliza-

tions (where some topological restrictions will be necessary, as the Haar in-

tegral must be applied). In this connection it may be of interest to point out

a needed generalization of an important notion of the Bohr theory, namely,

the fact that the product of two elementary almost periodic functions is a

function of the same kind: e2rXaie2ri"" = e2Ta+ii'>ai. This is unchanged for

Abelian groups and leads to the important character-group; but in non-

Abelian groups the corresponding situation is that the direct product of two

irreducible representations (the elements D„«(a; Ê) of which are the analogues
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of e2rXai, cf. Definitions 11 and 12, and Theorems 24 and 28) is a sum of a

finite number of irreducible representations, that is, there is the so-called

composition formula

(*) D„ia; <5)7>r„(a; 2)) =   £ r£,,,@(p, a; G | r, v; 3»Dt,(a; @).

Another important notion in Bohr's theory is the independence of the ex-

pansion functions e2xXai, e2r"ai, ■ ■ ■ (that is, the linear independence of their

exponents with integral coefficients), since almost periodic functions with

such expansions possess particularly simple convergence properties. The

corresponding requirement in our general theory is probably that the right-

hand member of (*) should contain no term originating from the representa-

tion Dia; Gs) = l if the left-hand member is any product of powers of

Dia; <£), Z»(a; £>),■••.

I. Existence of the mean, general properties

5. Let © be a group, that is, a set in which the operations ab and a-1

are defined and satisfy the group postulates. While @ may be topological*

this property is not needed in Parts I-III and we do not yet make this as-

sumption concerning @. Elements of ® will be denoted by a, b, c,x,y,z, • • ■ ,

real or complex numbers by m, n,u,v, a, ß, £, i), ■ ■ ■ , and functions defined

in ® with complex numbers as values by fix), gix), • • • .

For such functions fix) and gix) we define distance f by

Dif,g)=l.u.h.x\fix)-gix)\.

A set SDÎ of such functions is called conditionally compact (c.c.) if every se-

quence ft, f2, ■ ■ • extracted from it contains a subsequence/„„/„„ • • • such

that Difn¡¡, /„,)—*0 as p., v—>°o (that is, a "fundamental" subsequence [13,

p. 107]); this means that there exists a function/ (not necessarily belonging

to 9ft) such that 7>0/»M,/)^O as ju-»<» .

We now extend Bohr's notion of almost periodic functions [4; 2, §5] to

all fix) in ®, but we prefer to generalize the definition given by S. Bochner

[2], as it allows us to rid ourselves completely of topological conditions on

fix) (continuity, etc.).

* That is, a topological set in the sense of Hausdorff [13, pp. 226-230]. One may take his topo-

logical system based on the notion of a neighborhood by means of Axioms 1, 2, 3 (or A, B, C) and

one of the "separation" Axioms 4-8, such as 5. Furthermore, certain continuity assumptions have to

be made concerning ab and a-1. In Parts I-III we shall need no topology at all, in Part IV we must

assume that ab is continuous in a for fixed b and in b for fixed a, and in Part V we must assume that

ab is continuous in (a, b) and that a-1 is continuous in a.

f We shall consider only bounded functions. l.u.b.z denotes the least upper bound for all x's in ©.
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Definition 1. A function f(x) in ® (with complex values) is called right

almost periodic (r.a.p.) if the set Rf of all functions f(xa) (x is the variable, a

is a parameter running over ®) is c.c. ; it is called left almost periodic (l.a.p.) if

the set L{ of all functions f (ax) is ex.; it is called almost periodic (a.p.) if it is

r.a.p. and l.a.p.

The equivalence of this definition to the obvious generalization of the

Bohr definition is shown in the usual way if f(x) is continuous; similarly, the

uniform continuity of f(x) follows in this case. But as we do not wish now to

assume any topology in ®, we shall not go into the details of this matter. On

the other hand, the following theorems are of major importance :

Theorem 1. Each of the three notions r.a.p., l.a.p. and a.p. is invariant

under the following operations :f(xa),f (ax), f(x), af(x) (a any complex number),

f(x)+g(x),f(x)g(x), and the operation of passing from fx(x),f2(x), ■ ■ ■ to fix) if

fn(x) converges uniformly to f(x) as »—►<». Passing from f(x) to f(x~l) inter-

changes r.a.p. and l.a.p. and leaves a.p. invariant.

The statement concerning /(x_1) is obvious. In the other cases we need

to consider only r.a.p., as l.a.p. results, for example, by replacing ab by ba

when defining ®, and a.p. results by combining r.a.p. and l.a.p. That/(xa)

is r.a.p. is seen by replacing ax, a2, • ■ ■ (Definition 1) by aia, a2a, • • ■ ; that

f(ax) is r.a.p. results from replacing x by ax; the situation concerning/(x) and

ctf(x) is obvious; the r.a.p. of/(x) +g(x) and of /(x)g(x) is proved by applying

Definition 1 first to/(x) and ax, a2, ■ ■ ■ , and then to g(x) and the subsequence

which has been selected. An obvious and simple application of the diagonal

process shows the invariance of r.a.p. under the operation of passing from

fn(x) to/(x).

Theorem 2. Every r.a.p. or l.a.p. function f(x) is bounded.

Again it is sufficient to consider r.a.p. If f(x) were not bounded, we could

select a sequence ax, a2, ■ ■ ■ such that |/(an)|—>°° as w—>°o, and then no

subsequence of f(xai), f(xai), • ■ ■ could have a finite limit at x = 1.

Definition 2. If' 9DÎ is a set of functions in ®, we call the set of all functions

axfx(x)+ ■ ■ ■ +anfn(x) (n = l, 2, ■ ■ ■ ; ax, ■ ■ ■ , a„ non-negative real numbers

such that ai + • • • +a„ = 1 ; /i, • • • , /» any elements of 9Jc) the convex of 9JÎ

and denote it by 00(90?).

6. We prove

Theorem 3. // either of the sets 9JÍ and Co(9J}) is c.c, the other is also c.c.

If CoíSDí) is c.c, its subset SK is c.c. Conversely, suppose that 2Jc is c.c.

The c.c. property of a set 9c is equivalent to the following condition : for every
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6>0 there exists a finite number of functions ft, • ■ ■ , fn of 'HI (m = w(e))

such that, for each/c % some Z>(/,/„)^€, p = l, ■ ■ ■ , m [13, pp. 108-109].

Now if an €>0 is given, choose the functions ft, ■ ■ ■ , fm for 972 and e, put

max l.u.b. | /„(#) | = C,
f

and select an integer N^Cme-1. Then ßifi+ • • • +ßmfm (where ßu ■ ■ ■ , ßm

are non-negative rational numbers with denominators N such that

ßi+ ■ ■ ■ +ßm = l) can be written as a finite sequence gi, • • • , git and have

the property described above for Co (97?) and 2e.

Definition 3. If fix) is a real bounded function in ®, we call

l.u.b.x,y\fix) —fiy) | ix and y vary independently over ®)

the oscillation of fix) and denote it by Oscx/(a;). If fix) is not a constant, Oscx/(a;)

>0; otherwise, Oscx/(a;) if zero.

Theorem 4. For every real gc CoR/ we have OsCxgOe) gOsCi/0*;). If the

relation Osc^(a;) <Osd/(a:) never occurs, and if fix) is l.a.p.,fix) is necessarily

a constant.

The first statement is obvious. Suppose that the assumptions of the sec-

ond statement are valid. Let a{, • • ■ , a/ be any elements of ® ; then

/(*«/)+••• + fixai)     _    B
-c Co Rf,

and thus

fixai)+ ■-.+fjxa>) _

This implies that

fixai)+ ■■.+fixai)
l.u.bx-= l.u.b.xf(x).

n

Put l.u.b.xf(x) =C; then for every e>0 there exists an x' such that

f(x'a{) + --- +fix'a/)
- ¿ C — t.

n

As all/(a;'a/) ^C, they all must also be ^C — ne.

Now choose a ô>0 and find a finite number of elements of L¡ such that

each element of L¡ has a distance ^ S from one of them (cf. the proof of The-
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orem 3). That is, find a finite number of elements ax, • • • , a„ of ® such that

for every a of ® there exists a p = 1, 2, • • • , » for which |/(a,,x) —/(ax) | ¿ 8

identically. Now choose a b of ® and repeat the argument just described in

the case where e = 8/n, ai = ar1 b, ■ ■ ■ , a„' = añ1 b. Thus an x' exists for which

all f(x'ar1b) = C — 8, v = l, 2, ■ ■ ■ , », and therefore, for a properly chosen

Ai = l, 2, • • ■ , », all/(a^ar1^ ^C-2ô. If v=p., then/(è) ^C-25.

On the other hand,/(2>) = C and, as 8 was arbitrary, it follows that/(Z>) = C.

Finally,/(x) is constant since b was arbitrary. This completes the proof of the

theorem.

Theorem 5. Iff(x) is a.p., there exists a constant A toward which a certain

sequence extracted from CoRf converges uniformly.

Since/(x) is r.a.p., Rf and Coi?/ are c.c. Denote real and imaginary parts

by 9Î and $ respectively, consider the non-negative numbers Ose* (¡Rg(x)

+Osd Sg(x), gc CoRf and call their greatest lower bound w. We can extract

a sequence gi(x), g2(x), • • • from Coi?/ such that Ose* 9îg„(x)+OsCi Sgn(x)

—ho as m—><», and from this a subsequence gni(x), gn,(x), • ■ ■ , which

converges uniformly to a function g(x). Hence Osd dtg(x)+Oscx 3g(x) =«.

It is obvious that, f(x) being l.a.p., every element/(xa) of Rf is l.a.p. There-

fore every element of Coi?/ is l.a.p., and the uniform limit g(x) as well as the

real functions 9tg(x) and 3g(x) are l.a.p. If we show that Oscz dtg(x)

= OsCxSg(x)=0, we have ?Hg(x) = constant, 3ig(x) = constant, that is,

g(x) = constant, which proves our statement.

Suppose that Ose* 9îg(x) >0. Then Theorem 4 shows that an Äc Coi?9î„

exists such that Osc^x) < Oscxdtg(x). Here h(x) = ax<¡Rg(xai) + ■ • ■

+a„9tg(xa„) (ax, ■ ■ ■ , an each ^0, ax+ ■ ■ ■ +an = l). Putting k(x)

=axg(xai)+ ■ ■ ■ +ang(xan), we have h(x)=dik(x), so that Oscx dtk(x)

<OsCx 3îg(x). But it is obvious that Osc* 3&(x)^Oscx Sg(x). Therefore

Oscr "iRk(x)+Oscx $k(x) <o). Now g(x) can be uniformly approximated by

functions I c Coi?/, that is, l(x) = ßxf(xbi) + ■ • ■ +ßmf(xbm) (ßx, ■ ■ ■ , ßm each

^0, ßx+ ■ ■ ■ +ßm = l). Hence k(x) can be uniformly approximated by func-

tions q(x)=axßxf(xaxbi)+axß2f(xaxb2)+ ■ ■ ■ +anßmf(xanbm), that is, by func-

tions acCoi?/. Since Oscx9î^(x)+Osca;3i^(x) <o?, the relation that

Osc* 9tff(x)+0scx 3q(x) <co results. This contradicts the definition of co.

Similarly Osc* 3g(x) >0 is disproved.

Remark. If a finite number of a.p. functions f,(x), ■ ■ ■ , ft(x) are given, it

is possible to find a set of constants Ax, • ■ ■ , At, toward which t sequences ex-

tracted from CoR/„ ■ ■ ■ , CoRft respectively, with the same «i, • • • , an, ax,

■ ■ ■ , an, converge uniformly  (that is,  sequences of the form ax(r)fx(xaxM)
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+ • ■ ■ +an^fiixany>), • • • ,   ai|w/(ra/' )+ • • •   +any>fl(xany>),   where

v->oo, «/-) ^0, • • • , «„,<') ^0, andaiM+ ■ ■ ■ +an¿>> =1).

The argument which proved Theorem 5 may be repeated here if we use

Osc* mfiix) + Ose* 3fi(x)+ ■ ■ ■ +OSC* ïflft(x)+Oscx $ftix) instead of

Osc, 8t/(*)+Osc, 3/0e).

Definition 4. 4 real number A which may be uniformly approximated by

functions from CoRf or CoLf, that is, a'number A such that, for every e>0,

there exists a number n = l, 2, ■ ■ ■ , numbers at, ■ ■ ■ , an each SïO with

«i+ • • ■ +an = l, and elements au ■ ■ ■ , an of ® such that the condition

\aifixa/)+ ■ • • +anfixan)—A\ ge or |ai/(a1x)+ • ■ ■ +anf(anx) — A \ ^e

holds throughout ®, is called a right-mean or a left-mean of fix) respectively.

Theorem 6. If f(x) is a.p., it has exactly one right-mean, exactly one left-

mean, and these means are equal.

The existence of a right-mean has been proved by Theorem 5. If we change

the multiplication law ab in © to ba, all notions remain unchanged except for

the interchange of "right" and "left." Thus a left-mean must exist.

Now let 4 be a right-mean, let B be a left-mean, and let e be >0. Choose

«i, • • • , an, ßi, ■ ■ ■ , ßm, ai, ■ ■ ■ , an, bu • ■ ■ , bm such that

\ottf(xat) + ■ • • + anf(xan) — A \ á t,

| ßifihx) + • • • + ßmf(bmx) - BI á «.

If we replace x in the first equation by btx, ■ ■ ■ , bmx in succession, and add,

we obtain

I atßif(bixat) + aißif(b2xai) + • • • + a$mf(bmxan) — A \ ^ e.

Similarly, if we replace x in the second equation by xax, ■ ■ ■ , xan in succes-

sion, we obtain

| ajßtf(bixai) + aiß2f(b2xai) + ■ ■ ■ + anßmf(bmxan) — B \ ge.

Therefore \A — B\ g2e and, as e may be arbitrarily small, 4 =B.

Definition 5. If f(x) is a.p., we call the common value of its uniquely

determined right- and left-means the mean of f(x), and denote it by Mxf(x).*

We now state the most important properties of the mean.

* Definitions 3-5 and the argument of Theorems 3-6 are in very close analogy to the author's

construction of the Haar-Lebesgue measure in compact groups [19]. It is noteworthy that fur non-

compact groups, where Haar proved by his method the existence of an integral [11], our method

leads to an integral-mean.
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Theorem 7. If f(x) and g(x) are a.p. functions, all the functions f(xa),

f(ax),f(x~1),f(x), af(x),f(x)±g(x) (a a complex number, a an element of ®)

are a.p. (cf. Theorem 1). Furthermore, we have the following:

(1) Mx[af(x)]=aMxf(x).

(2) Mx[f(x) ± g(x) ] = Mxf(x) ± Mxg(x).

(3) Mxl = l.

(4) If f(x) is real and ^0 throughout ®, then Mxf(x) ̂ 0; and if, in addition,

f(x)fkO, thenMxf(x)>0.

(5) \Mx[f(x)]\^Mx[\fjx)\].

(6) Mx[f(x)]=Mx[fix)].
(7) Mxfixa)=Mxfix).

(8) Mxfiax)=Mxfix).

(9) Mxfix~l)=Mxfix).

The equations (1), (3), (5), (6) and the first half of (4) are obvious; as

every left-mean of fix) is a left-mean oí fixa) and as every right-mean oí fix)

is a right-mean of/(ax), (7) and (8) are valid; as every right-mean of fix)

is a left-mean of/(x_1), (9) is true. Thus, only (2) and the second half of (4)

remain unproved.

In order to prove (2), put Mxf(x) =A, Mxg(x) =B, let e be >0, and choose

alt ■ ■ • , «n (ctx, ■ ■ ■ , an each 3?0, ai+ • • • +a„ = l) and ai, ■ ■ • , a„ such

that

|«if(xai)+ • ■ • +a„/(xa„) — A \ ^ e.

Now aig(xai)+ • • • +ct„g(xan) obviously has the same left-mean asg(x), i.e.,

B. Therefore we can choose ft, • • • , ßm (ft, • • • , ßm each =^0, ft+ • • •

+ßm = 1)   and bx, ■ ■ ■ , bm such that

aij3ig(xôiai) + axß2gixb2ai) + • • • + anßmgixbmai) - B \ ^ e.

If we replace x in the first inequality by xbx, ■ • ■ , xbm in succession, and add,

we obtain

| axßxfixbxai) + axß2fixb2ai) + ■ ■ • + a„ßmfixbman) — A \ g«.

Denote nm by p; «ift, axß2, ■ ■ ■ , anßm by 71, • • • , yp (ylt • • • , yP each ^0,

7i+ • ■ ■ +7j> = D; Mi, b2ax, • ■ ■ , bman by clf • • ■ , cp; we get, by adding

and substracting our inequalities,

I yx(f(xcx) + g(xci)) + ■■■ + yP(f(xcp) ± g(xcp)) - (A ± B)\ ^ 2e.

As e may be arbitrarily small, this shows that Mx[f(x) ±g(x)]=A+B. (An-
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other way to prove (2) would be to apply the Remark following Theorem 5

to fix) and gix).)

In order to prove the second half of (4), assume/(x) ^0 everywhere and

fix0)>0 for one particular x0. For any e>0 a finite number of elements of

Rf exist such that each element of Rf has a distance g e from one of them

(cf. the proof of Theorem 3). Hence there is a finite number of the elements

ax, • • ■ , an such that, for every a, there exists a p = l, 2, ■ ■ ■ , n such that

\f(xaj) —f(xa) | g e identically. Now take e =f(x0)/2. The substitution x = Xoa^1

shows that f(xoa~*a) ¡zf(xo)/2. Hence, for each a it follows that fixoa^a) ^0

for every v = l, ■ • ■ , n, but that/(x0ar1ti) ^f(x0)/2 for at least one v. Thus

f(xoaïxa) + ■ ■ ■ +f(xoazla) ^f(x0)/2, that is, the function g(y) =f(xoarxy)

+ ■ ■ • +f(xoañ1y)—f(xo)/2 is always ^0. Hence the first half of (4) leads

to the result that Myg(y)^0, (2), (3), (6), (7), and (8) show that Mvg(y)

= nMyf(y) —f(xo)/2, and it follows that

f(xo)
Mvf(y)^J-\^>0.

2n

Theorem 8. The formal properties (l)-(9) determine Mxf(x) uniquely; in

fact, (l)-(3), the first half of (4), and (7) or (8) are sufficient.

It is sufficient to consider (l)-(3), the first half of (4), and (7), as (8) may

be obtained by replacing ab in ® by ba. So assume that a functional Mx'f(x),

defined for all a.p. f(x) and satisfying (l)-(3), the first half of (4), and (7),

is given.

For every e>0 we can choose au • ■ ■ , an, ai, ■ ■ ■ , an (ai, ••-,«„ each

^0, «i+ • • • +an = l) such that \aifixa-/)+ ■ ■ ■ +anf(xan) — Mxf(x)\ ge,

or if f(x) is real,

Mxf(x) —eg aif(xat) + • • • + anf(xan) g Mxf(x) + e.

Then (l)-(3), the first half of (4), and (7) show that Mxf(x)-e^M¿f(x)

^Mxf(x)+e, and as e was arbitrary, Mx f(x) = Mxf(x). Property (1) with

a = i shows that this holds also for pure imaginary f(x), and property (2)

shows that it holds for every f(x).

Theorems 6-8 show that, for a.p. functions f(x), there is exactly one way

to define a notion Mxf(x) possessing the essential formal properties of a mean.

Our Mxf(x) is the equivalent of the well known integral mean

l   rT
lim  - I      f(x)dx

r-.»   27 J-T

in Bohr's theory, when ® is the addition group of all real numbers. But even
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in this case the form of our definition is essentially different from the usual

one (for example, it does not use continuity), and it gives a new approach to

the problem.

Remark* The notion of the mean can be modified in the following manner.

Consider the doubled group @®', that is, the set of all pairs [a, a']. This set

is a group by virtue of the definitions [a, a'] [b, b']=[ab, b'a'] and

[a, a']_1= [a-1, a'-1]. (This is similar to the construction in the next para-

graph except that here we use b'a' while there we use a'b'.) The argument in

the proof of Theorem 9 below shows that if fix) is a.p. in ®, then

/o([x, x']) =/(xx') is a.p. in ®®'. By Theorem 5 it then follows that there

exists a constant A such that, for every e>0, there exists a number

« = 1,2, • • -, numbers a1} ■ • • ,an each = 0 with ax+ ■ • ■ +an = 1, and ele-

ments ai, • ■ • , a„ and bx, • • ■ , bn of ® such that the condition

I aifo([x, y][ax, bx]) + • • • + anfo([x, y][an, bn]) -A \ á «

holds for all x and y in ®. If we write cx = axbx, ■ • ■ , cn = anbn, this condition

assumes the form

I ocxf(xcxy) + • • • + anf(xcny) — A | ^ e.

This mean is even easier to handle than our right- and left-means (which

are special cases of it). This is due to the following fact: choose two arbitrary

sets of numbers ft, • • • , ft and 71, • • ■ , y¡, each ^0, withft+ • • • +ft = l

and 71+ • • • +7¡ = 1, and two arbitrary sets of elements ax, ■ ■ ■ , ak and

bx, ■ ■ ■ ,bi of ®. In our last inequality replace x and y by xaK and ¿\y, multiply

by ft7x, and add over all k = 1, ■ • • , k; X = l, ■ ■ ■ , I. Then we obtain an

inequality of the same type except that there are knl terms instead of »

terms and fta„7x and atcrb\ appear in place of a, and a„. This shows that

the conditions

I <*i/(xciy) + • • • + amf(xcmy) — A I   g e,

I alg(xciy) + ■ ■ • + aig(xcüy) - B\ á «

imply the conditions

I  OCxf(xc'x'y)  +   •   •   •   + a'mn^XCmny)   ~ A  \    ^  €,

I axg(xc'x'y) + ■ ■ ■ + aiing(xcm'ny) — B I ^ €

if ap" and cp" are «„«„' and c„c/ (in some order). This gives the uniqueness,

the extension to complex/(x), and the additivity of our new mean at once. Of

course this mean coincides with our former means.

* Added February 4, 1934.
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7. The applications to be made in the next chapter necessitate our prov-

ing some facts concerning double means. We therefore pass to this subject.

The group ® can be "doubled," that is, we can consider the set ®® of all

pairs [a, a'], which by the definitions [a, a'] [b, b']= [ab, a'b'], [a, a']-1

= [a-1, a'-1] becomes a group, and we will denote functions in it by/(x, x')

instead of by/([x, x']). All our notions apply to ®®: we have a.p. functions

f(x, x') in ®®, and a mean Mx<x>f(x, x').

Theorem 9. i/ f(x) is a.p. in ®, the eight functions f(xx'), f(x'x),

/(xx'-1), • • • ,f(x'-1x~1) are all a.p. in ®®.

Interchange of x and x', of ab in ® with ba, and of f(x) with/(x_1) reduces

our task to discussing /(xx') and /(xx'_1) alone. Their a.p. character in @®

means that the sets of functions f(axa'x'), f(xax'a'), /(axx/_1a'_1),

f(xaa'~1x'~1) in ®® are c.c. or else that the sets of functions of one or of two

variables, f(axby), f(xayb), f(axb), f(xay) in ® are c.c. The third case arises

from the first by setting y = 1, the fourth from the second by setting 6 = 1, and

the second from the first by interchanging a and x with b and y, and ab in ®

with ba. So we need to discuss only f(axby).

Choose an e>0. As f(x) is r.a.p., there is a finite number of elements

Ju " - " > 7n, such that for each y there is a v = l, ■ ■ ■ , » for which

|/(zy) —f(zy,) | ¿e identically. As each/(xy„) is r.a.p., the set of all functions

f(xbyv) is c.c. for every v = \, • • -, », and therefore even the set of all "vec-

tor-functions" with w components [f(xbyi), • • • , f(xbyn) ] is c.c. Therefore a

finite number of elements bx, ■ ■ ■ , bm exist such that for each b there is a

/» —1, 2, • • • , » for which \f(zbyi) — f(zbßyy) | ge for all z and for every

v = l, 2, • • • , ». Our two inequalities together give the result that

\f(zby)-f(zbpy)\é3e.
Finally, f(x) is l.a.p., so that there exists a finite set of elements ax, ■ ■ ■ , at

such that for every a there is a X = 1, • • • , I for which |/(a«) —f(a\u) | ^ e

identically. This, together with our last inequality, implies that |/(axôy)

—f(a\xbpy)\ ̂ 5e identically.

As this holds for every e>0, the c.c. character of the set of functions

f(axby) is proved [13, pp. 108-109].

Theorem 10. If f(x, x') is a.p. in ®@, it is also a.p. in ® as a function of x

or as a function of x'. Thus we can form Mxf(x, x') and Mx>f(x, x') which are.

a.p. in ® as a function of x' and as a function of x, respectively. Thus we can

form Mx\Mxf(x, x')] and Mx[Mx>fix, x')]. These expressions are both equal

to Mxx,fix, x').

The first statement is obvious. In the second and third statements it is

sufficient to consider Mxfix, x') and Mx\Mxf(x, x')], as interchange of x
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with *' and oif(x, x') with f(x', x) leads to the rest of the theorem.

Consider a sequence at, a2, ■ ■ ■ of elements of ®. Asf(x, x') is r.a.p., the

sequence f(x, x'a/), f(x, x'on), • ■ • contains a uniformly convergent subse-

quence/0*;, x'ant),f(x, x'an,), ■ ■ ■ such that, for every e>0 and almost all

p and v, |/0r, x'anii)—f(x, x'an,)\ ge. This implies that \Mxfix, x'anß)

— Mxfix, x'an,) | g e. Thus the set of functions of x', Mxfix, x'a), is c.c. There-

fore Mxfix, x') is r.a.p. and interchange of ab in @ with ba shows that it is

l.a.p. Hence it is a.p.

Now it is obvious that M'xx.fix, x')=Mx>[Mxf(x, x')] has Properties

(l)-(4) and (7) enumerated in Theorem 7 if we look at it as an [x, x'J-mean.

Therefore we may conclude from Theorem 8 that it is Mxx.fix, x').

Theorems 9 and 10 may be extended by iterating them m times to func-

tions of 2m variables; by choosing 2m2ï w and taking the functions constant in

the last 2m—n variables these theorems may be extended to functions of n

variables.

II. Application of the method of Weyl and E. Schmidt

Proof of the fundamental theorems

8. The results of Part I enable us to apply the method of Weyl to the

proof of the fundamental theorems of Bohr's theory of a.p. functions (in the

addition group of real numbers) and to the discussion of the linear-orthog-

onal representations of continuous groups.* The present part, II, contains a

proof of "ParsevaPs formula" (equivalent to Theorem 15), which runs ex-

actly along the lines of Weyl's proof. It also contains the proof of the "ap-

proximation theorem" (equivalent to Theorem 18) where a different device,

due to N. Wiener, has to be used because of the difficulties of constructing in

our general case an a.p. function with the required properties (cf. [31, pp.

348-349], and our Theorem 17). The next part, III, contains an interpreta-

tion and application of these theorems connecting the theories of a.p. func-

tions and of representations. In this, Weyl's method is of fundamental

importance.

Definition 6. If fix) and gix) are a.p., we set

hix) = Mv[j(xy~l)g(y)] = Mt[fiy)giy-lx)] = / X g.

We observe that the two expressions for h(x) are equal by Theorem 7 and

Properties (7) and (9), after making the substitution y~lx for y, and that

h(x) is a.p. by Theorems 9 and 10.

* Cf. H. Weyl [31], H. Weyl and F. Peter [32]. The operational methods used there are partly

based on the thesis of E. Schmidt [20].
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Remark. fXg can be uniformly approximated by functions of the form

ytfixci)+ ■ ■ ■ +ynfixcn) (71, ■ ■ • , yn are complex numbers), that is, for every

e>0 there exist numbers 71, • • • , yn and elements ci, • • • , cn such that

I / X gix) - yifixct) -•■ ■ • - y«fixcn) | g e

holds throughout ©.

gix) is a.p. and therefore bounded (Theorem 2) ; suppose gix) g C. Now

choose a 5>0. According to our remark in the proof of Theorem 3, it is pos-

sible to find a finite number of elements bt, ■ ■ ■ , bk of © such that to every

x there exists a k = 1, • • ■ , k for which \fixz) —fQ>,z)\ g5 holds identically.

Now consider the a.p. y-functions/(¿>,y_1)g(y), k = 1, ■ ■ ■ , k, and apply to

them the Remark following Theorem 5 (with e/2) : if e>0, there exists a set

of real numbers ai, • • • , a» («i, •••,«„ each ïïO, «i+ • • • +a„ = l) and a

set of elements au • • ■ , an of ® such that

I aifib.ar'y-^giyai) + • • • + anfib.añly-l)giyan) - Mv[fibKy-l)giy)] | g y

holds identically for every k = 1, ■ ■ • , k. For every x there exists a k such that

\fixz) —fibKz) I g 8 and therefore such that

I fixu-i)giu) - fihu-i)giu) I g CO   and

I Mu[fixu-i)giu)] - Mu[fibKu-i)giu)]\ g CS.

Hence we have the result that

I *ifixaïly-l)giyai) + • • • + anfixañly-l)giyan) - Mv[fixy~l)giy)]\

g 2CÍ + — •
2

Our statement is proved if we put ô = e/(4C)  and y = l, and substitute

<xig(ai), ■ ■ ■ , ang(an) for 71, • ■ • , yn and ar1, ■ ■ ■ , az1 for d, ■ • • , cn.

Theorem 11. The "multiplication" fXg is distributive (linear) in both fac-

tors, associative, and if ® is A belian, commutative.

The theorem is obvious except for associativity. Our second form for

A =/Xg gives

(fX g) X k(x) = Mz[Mv[f(y)g(y~lz)]k(z-lx)]

= Mz[Mv[fiy)giy-h)kiz-iX)]],

fXigX k)ix) = Mv[fiy)Mt[giy-h)kiz-ix)]]

= Mv[M,[fiy)giy-h)kiz-ix)]],
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and these expressions are equal by Theorems 9 and 10.

Definition 7. If fix) is a.p., we denote fXfX ■ • ■ Xf in factors) by /**,

and fix-1) by fix). Furthermore, we define

Nf= [um[\M\W*.

Theorem 12. Let fix) and gix) be a.p. functions. The following formulas

hold:

(1) Iff^O, Nf>0.
(2) N[af]=\a\Nf, N[f±gUNf+Ng, N[fXg]è(Nf) (Ng).
(3)//'(D=/'/(D=W)2.
(4) \Mxf(x)\^Nf.
(5) \fXg(x)\^(Nf)(Ng).
(6) Mx[\f(x)\\g(x)\U(Nf) (Ng).

Statements (1), the first part of (2), and (3) are obvious. The second part

of (2), after being squared, means that

Mx[ | f(x) ± g(x) |2] ^ Mx[ | /(*) |2] + Mx[ | g(x) |2] + 2(Nf)(Ng),

\Mx[K(f(x)gTx)]\  = (Nf)iNg).

This obviously follows from (6). The third part of (2) again follows from (5)

by squaring and applying Mx. (4) follows from (5) by putting g(x) = 1, since

fXl(x)=Mv[f(y)].
Hence we need to prove only (5) and (6). Since

\f(y)g(y~1x)\ ^i|/(y)|2 + èU(y-1x)|2

it follows that

I Mt{fiy)g(y-lx)] | £ *Jf,[| fiy) |2] + Wv[ I g(y-'x) |2]

^ WÀ\f(y)V] + WÀ\ g(y)K
\fxgix)\ ^Wf)2 + KNg)2.

Starting from

|/<D|U(x)| ai|/(x)|2 + èU(y)|2

we obtain similarly

Mx[ | /(*) | \gix) | ] = KNf)2 + UNg)2.

If we replace/ and g by 7/ and g/y (7 real and >0) we see that |/Xg(x) |

and Mx [|/(x) | | g(x) \ ] do not exceed
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The greatest lower bound of this expression is (A/) (Ng). This completes the

proof of (5) and (6).

Theorem 13. Let fix) be an a.p. function ¿¿0. Put

r„ = N[f X f X • ■ • ]2 = N[f' X f X ■ ■ ■ ]2 in factors)

= (/X/')"(D = (/'X/)"(l).

Then

r„ > o,      (rn)2 g rn_!rn+i,     rm+„ g rmr„.

First we prove that the four expressions above for Tn are equal. Indeed

the first and third expressions for T„ are equal, and so are the second and the

fourth, since igXh)' = h'Xg'. The equality of the third and fourth expressions

follows from

(/ X /')" = / X (/' X / X • • • X /'), (/' X /)" = (/' X / X • • • X f) X f,

and from

/ X g(l) = g X fil) = M,\fiy)gir1)].

By (5) of Theorem 12, |/Xg(l)| g (A/) (Ag). If we replace here/ and g by

fXf'X ■ ■ ■ with » — 1 and n+1 factors respectively, we obtain IY g r„_irn+i.

And if we replace/and g in (2) of Theorem 12 by/X/'X • • ■ or/'X/X • ■ •

with m and n factors respectively, we obtain rm+ngrmr„. That r„2:0 is

obvious; but the condition T„ = 0 would imply that r„_i = 0 (because

r„2_i = r„_2r„ provided that n^3), so that T2 = 0. This means that

A|/X/']=0,/X/'0<0=-0, hence A[/]2=/X/'(l) =0 (that is, Ti = 0) and/=0,
contrary to our assumption. Thus we have Tn>0.

Theorem 14. Let fix) be as before, and define Ti, T2, ■ ■ ■ as before. Then

as w—»°o,

r"+1                r"                O/*/')"(*)      w. s      ,    .,.,
-—> 7,-> k,-> fax)       (uniformly).

rB 7" 7"

Furthermore, 0<7^Ti, 1^/c, fax) is a.p., and fa = fa faX<p = fa fXf'X<p

= faXfXf' = yfafal)=K.

The formulas of Theorem 13 imply that

r2    r3
0 < — á — é • • • áTi,

ri    r2

and therefore r„+i/r„ has a limit y as »—><», 0<7^Ti. Furthermore,
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Tn+i r„    r„+i

yn yn+X

that is,

ri    r2
— ̂  — = ■ ■ ■ > o,
7        72

and therefore r„/7n has a limit k as »—> <x>, k è 0. Finally we have rm+n ;£ rmrn,

that is,

1 m+n 1 m+1   1 m+2
In  ^ '  =

m A m      -1 m+1 A m+n -i = \ r J

The limiting process m—>«> shows that Tn^yn and rn/7n^l, and then the

limiting process »—>oo shows that k^I.

By (4) and (2) of Theorem 12,

(fxf'Hx)    (/x/')"■(*)
/y« *y * \        7n 7m       /

^(A/^A^y-'-^^f^V/O-

= ri2 /(f'xf)"-1 _ (/x/)"-v(i)
1 V        7" 7m        /

^r,/(//x/)2"-2(i)    ^(/'x/)"+"-2(D | (/' x /)2m-2(D\

y ,y3n -,m+n ~lu /

„ /r2n-2       rm+„_2     r2m_2\
= 17-2-1-).

y »,2n ,ym+n yim    I

As »î and «—>«> the last expression converges to 0; thus the first expression

converges uniformly to 0, that is, as «—► «>, (JXf')n(x)/yn converges uni-

formly to a limiting function c6(x). As the functions (fXf')"(x)/y are a.p.,

fax) is also a.p.
The relations

(/X/')"V    (fXf'Y /(/X/')"\2    (/X/')2n/(/ x /')-y_ (/ x r)*t     /(/ x ma_
\      7"      / 7n V      7"       / yin

,    (fXf'Y    (fxf)n ,       (fxf)n+i
fxfx-—J— = KJ X f X f = 7       \,

show that, when n becomes infinite (the convergences involved all being uni-
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form), fa = fa faX<p = fafXf'X<t> = faXfXf' = yfa Finally,

Tn      jfX f'YJl)
— =-> fal)
yn yn

and therefore fal) — k.

Theorem 15. Let fix) be as before. Then there is a ifinite or infinite) sequence

of real numbers 71, 72, • • • and a sequence of a.p. functions faix), faix), ■ • ■ ,

all ^ 0, such that 71 > 72 > • • • >0, fal = fa, faXfa = fa, 0»(1)^1,

<PmXfa = Oim^n),fXf'Xfa = faXfXf' = ynfa,andytfaix)+ytfaix)+ ■ ■ ■
converges uniformly to fXf'(x).

Apply Theorem 14, and put there 7 = 71, <p(x) = fa(x). fa(l) = k è 1 proves

that <Ai(x)^0. Now put f*=f-faXf. Thenf*(x) is a.p. and

/* X /'* = (f-faXf)X(f'-f'X fa)

= f X f - faX f X f - f X f X fa + faX f X f X fa

= fXf - 7i0i - 7i0i + 7101 X 0i = / X /' - 7101-

If/*=0, this shows that/X/' = 7i0i, that is, the Theorem holds for a_sequence

consisting of one element. Assume that/*^0.

Then fXf'Xfa = faXfXf = ytfa implies that iJ*Xf*')n = (jXf -yifaT
= (fXfT-y"fa, and thus

if*Xf*')n(x)      (fXf')\x) ..      n
- =-fa(x) —» 0 as n —> co .

7in 7i"

Therefore if we form 7=72 and fa(x) of Theorem 14, for which we have

(/*X/*')"(*)
-> fa(x) ^ 0,

72"

then it must be the case that 71 > 72.

By repeating this process with f**=f*-faXf, f***=f**-faXf*, • • •
we finally find a sequence of real numbers 71, 72, • • • and two sequences of

a.p. functions c&iOe), 020*0, " ' ' and/(a;), f*(x), ■ ■ ■ with the following prop-

erties :

71 > 72 > • • • >0, 0/ = fa, fa X fa = fa, fail) è 1,

/<»-»   X /t""1''  X fa  =  fa  X /i""1'   X /("-"'  = 7n0n,   /(n)   = /("-l)  - fa  X /<»»,

these sequences ending when an /<n> becomes = 0, otherwise never ending.

These rules again imply the relations /(n)X/(n)'=/(n_"1)X/(n_1)'-7n0n.

By adding these relations for all n = l, ■ • ■ , p, we obtain

(*) 7r0l + • • ■ + yPfa = / X /' - /(î,) X fpy.
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We now wish to prove that <pmXfa = 0 for m^n. Application of (') shows

that it is sufficient to consider m>n, that is, it is sufficient to prove that

fa+k+xXfa = 0 for k = 0, 1, 2, • • • . Consider the equation /<"+*> Xfn+k)'Xfa

= 0. For k = 0, the condition

f^XfnyXfa=ßn-1)Xfn-lyXfa-ynfaXfa = ynfa-ynfa = 0

obtains. If it holds for a certain k = 0, 1, 2, • • -, we have

(fa+k+xX(ßn+k>Xß»+k>'Xfa) =0,

fa+k+xXfn+k) Xfn+kyXfa = <

((fa+k+xXf'+k) X/<n+*>') Xfa = yn+k+xfa+k+x

Xfa,

and thus fa+k+xXfa = 0. This gives

f<n+k+l) Xfin+k+ly X(f>n = rjCn+k, Xf("+*>' -7n+jt+i0„+*+i) X<¿„ =0,

that is, our equation holds for k+l. Therefore it holds for every k = 0, 1,

2, • • • , and with it, its consequence fa+k+x Xfa = 0.

Application of fa X ■ ■ ■ or  • • • Xfa to (*) with p = » — 1 gives

<¿nX/X/' =0nX/('*-1'Xf-ly=ynfa, fXfXfa-/<-«X/"-1''Xfa = ynfa.

The only thing remaining to be proved is the uniform convergence of

7i0i(x)+ • • ■ +ynfa(x) to fXf'(x) as »-»«>, or, according to (*), the uni-

form convergence of/(n> Xf(n)(x) to 0. Now (*) implies, by (3) and (5) of The-

orem 12, that 7i0i(D+ • ■ • +7nfa(l) = (Nf)2-(Nf^)2^(Nf)2, and since
\faXfa(x)\ úfaXfa(l), that is, \<pn(x)\ ̂fa(l), (*) implies the uniform
convergence of 7i0i(x)+7202(x)+ • • • to g(x) as »—><», where g(x) must be

a.p. Hence/(n) Xf{ny(x)^>fXf(x) —g(x) uniformly. Moreover, the above men-

tioned convergence implies that yn—»0 (because fa(l) ^ 1). On the other hand,

we have r2/ri<7, r2<7Fi, (N[fXf'])2<y(Nf)2. If we replace/ and y by

/(n> and 7« we obtain (N[f™Xf<n)'])2<yn(Nf™)2£yn(Nf)2. Thus

#[/<"> X/<*»']^0,

implying that N[fXf'-g]=0 and g=fXf'.
9. Having reached the final result of the E. Schmidt-Weyl theory, we now

pass to the approximation theorems. But as we have already mentioned, we

are now giving only their proofs and shall discuss their real meaning in the

next part.
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Definition 8. An a.p. function fax) such that fa = <t> and 0X0 = 0 is

called a unit. Two units fax) and faix) such that 0X^ = 0 are called orthogonal.

Theorem 16f. For every a.p. function fix) and every e>0 there exists a unit

fax) such that N[f-faXf]^e.

Iîf=0, then 0=0. Hence we may assume that/^0. Then apply Theorem

13. ̂ „ = 0i+ • • • +0n is a unit (because fal =fa, faXfa = fa, <pmXfa=0
for m^n), and we have

(A [f- fa Xf])2 = (/- ¿0, X/) X (/' - ¿/' X 0,) (1)

= (fXf- ¿0,X/X/- ¿/X/'X0,+ ¿ 0„X/X/'X0,)(1)

(n n n \

/ X / - 12 7,0, - 12 7,0, + 12 7,0, X 0,) (1)

= (/ X/ - 12 7,0,) (l)-»0as«-4oo.

Thus <f>=fa, for a sufficiently large n, yields the desired result.

Theorem 17. For every a.p. function fix) and every e>0 there exists an a.p.

function gix) such that \fix)—gXfix)\ ^efor every x.

Following N. Wiener, consider the "translation function" oí fix),

eix)=l.U.b.y\fix-iy)-fiy)l

which was introduced by S. Bochner [2]. As fix) is a.p., it is easily seen that

eix) is also a.p. Furthermore, e(ic) ̂ 0, e(l) =0. Now define the function

F(«) =

u
1-,  OSage,

e

As F(m) is continuous, fax)=Fieix)) is a.p. It is obvious that 0(*)^O,

0(1) = 1 ; and if l.u.b.J/Gr-1?) -/(y) | >e, then fax) =0. Thus fax) ?¿0 implies
that \fix-xy) -fiy) \ ^ e, and therefore, always | fax) ifix~ly) -fiy)) | ^ e0Oc).

Consequently, \Mx[fax) ifixrly) -fiy))]\ ^eMxfax). Now Mx[fax) (/Otr'y)

—fiy))] = faXfiy)—fiy)Mxfax), and therefore the function

t Cf. Theorems 28 and 29, where the results of Theorems 16 and 18 will be interpreted and ap-

plied.
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4>(y)

Mxfax)

meets the requirements.

Theorem 18. For every a.p. function f(x) and every e>0 there exists an

a.p. function g(x) and a unit fax) suchthat \f(x)—faXgXf(x)\ ^e for every x.^

Choose the function g(x) of Theorem 17 corresponding to/0*;) and e/2,

and choose the function fax) of Theorem 16 corresponding to g(x) and

e/(2A/). Then \f(x)-gXf(x)\ áe/2, \gXf(x) -faXgXf(x)\ ^N[g-faXg]Nf
ge/2, and therefore \f(x) -faXgXf(x)\ ge.

III. Theory of linear representations of ®

10. We define the representations in the usual manner:

Definition 9. If to every a c ® there corresponds a matrix

D(a) =  {7>„„(a)} (p, <r = 1, • • • , s)

of degree s such that 7>(1) =1, ithe unit matrix of degree s), Diab) =7>(a) D(¿>),

then we call Dia) a representation of ®. (Ao continuity is assumed.) Two repre-

sentations Dia) and Z)'(a) are called equivalent if they are of the same degree s,

and if a fixed matrix U = { Up<r}, p, cr = 1, • • • , s, exists which transforms one

representation into the other: U_1Dia)U = D'ia). A representation Dia) is

called reducible icompletely reducible) if it is equivalent to a representation D'ia)

such that 7)p'„(a)=0 identically (¿« a) whenever p^t, <r>t ipút, a>t or

P>t, a^t)%, for a fixed value of t, l^t^s — 1. Representations without these

properties are irreducible icompletely irreducible).

For finite groups ® Frobenius and Schur gave a complete theory of all

representations [21, 22]; for continuous groups © close analogues of their

results were established by Schur for the rotation group in three dimensions,

and in much broader generality by Weyl for all compact Lie-groups [30].

These results were extended to all compact groups © by Haar [11, pp. 166-

169] with the help of his notion of "right-invariant" Lebesgue measure in

groups. We shall push the extension further to all groups ®, but in order to

do this it is natural and necessary to restrict the domain of representations

Of ® by means of

t Cf. footnote to Theorem 16.

Î These are the fundamental notions of the Frobenius-Schur theory of group representations

[21, 22,30].
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Theorem 19. The following conditions on a representation D(a) of ® are

equivalent to each other:

A. D(a) is equivalent to a unitary] representation.

B. All elements Dpc(a) of D(a) are bounded.

C. All elements Dpa(a) of D(a) are a.p.

If D'(a) is unitary, then, by the footnote just cited in the case where p=<r,

¿|ZV(a)|2= 1, |ZV(a)|î£l,
T-l

and all Dp,' (a) are bounded. Therefore the elements ¿V(a) of any Dia)

equivalent to D'ia) must also be bounded. Thus A implies B.

If all Dp„ia) are bounded, every sequence Z),„(a„), w = l, 2, • ■ • , contains

a subsequence which converges for all p, <r = l, • • • , s. And then, since

Dixan) =Dix)Dia„) and D(a„x) =Z>(a„).D(x), the representations Dixan) and

D(a„x), and hence aU Z>p„(xa„) and Z)p(r(a„x), converge uniformly. Thus all

Dp<ria) are a.p., that is, B implies C. _

If all D„„ia) are a.p., so are the expressions ^=1i)pr(a)DffT(a), and we

can form

AP„ = Mx\   22 DpTix)D,rix)   .

Now

22 Dpria)D,ria) = ¿ U„(a)Z?pr(a)
r-l t=1

and for every system £i, • • • , £, which is not identically zero,

22 DPria)ZP
2

> o,Ê \ 22DPTÍa)D,Tia)\u, = ¿
p,I—1 L   T=l J T=l

so that

t
Ap„ = A,p   and    X^p?. >"•

p.ff— i

Therefore the matrix v4 = {4P„} is Hermitian and positive definite. Hence

t That is, to a representation D'ia) in which all matrices D'{d) = [D'p„(a)} (p, <r= 1, • • •, s) are

unitary. A matrix U— {Up,,} is called unitary if its adjoint U* = {Ü<,p\ is reciprocal to it, that is, if

UU*= U*U= 1„ or more explicitly,

T-l T-l 'O,

1,  p  =  <7,
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there exists a matrix X= [X„,} such that 4 = XX*. On the other hand,

4P„ =  Mx\   ¿Z>,T(*)¿W*)    = Af,     12D,riax)D„(ax)

= mJ    £    £ flPp'(a)ßp'r(*)ß„'(a) D..Tix) 1
L    />',»' —1    T=l -I

-      £   7>„<(a)/XXaTi7x |   ¿ D^ix)DMxJ1

=      £   £>pp-(a)7J»TO.(a)4iV',
p',cr'-l

that is, 4 =Dia)ADia)*, or AA* = Z)(a)AA*7J>(a)*, A-1Z)(a)AA*Z)(a)*A*-1

= 1, iX~1Dia)X) iX-1Dia)X)* = i. In other words, the equivalent repre-

sentation X~1Dia)X = D'ia) is unitary. Thus C implies A.

Our three statements together prove the equivalence of A, B, and C.

Definition 10. We call normal the representations satisfying one of the

equivalent conditions of Theorem 19.

11. The fundamental theorems of the theory of orthogonal representa-

tions may now be proved in the classical way [21, 22, 30, 32].

Theorem 20. Let Dia) and Eia) be completely irreducible normal repre-

sentations of degrees s and t respectively, and let A be a rectangular matrix with

s rows and t columns. If Dia)A = AEia) for every a, then either 4=0 or s = t

and det 4 5^0, the latter alternative of course implying the equivalence of Dia)

and Eia). If Dia) =£(a), then A =al (a being a complex number).

In all these statements (except the last) 7?(a) and Eia) may be replaced

by two equivalent representations. Therefore we may assume them to be

unitary. Even then further transformations by unitary matrices X and Y

are possible. They carry A into A' =X~1AY. Now by such transformations

we can obtain 4'= {APJ }, p = l, ■ ■ ■ , s; a = l, ■ ■ ■ , t, such that

,Cp, for p = cr = 1, ■ • • , r, all c„ > 0,

for all other p and cr,
4 ' - iC"

°°     to,

where r is the rank of 4 ' and r^s,r^t. Therefore we may assume that 4 it-

self has this form.

Under these conditions the relation 7J>(a)4 =4£(a) implies that 7>^(a) =0

for p>r and cr^r, and that £p„(a) =0 for p^r and <r>r. Since 4* also has

the form we assumed for 4, 0(a)* = D(d)-1 = 7?(a-1), £(a)* = £(a)-1 = £(a~1),
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we get, by applying* and replacing a by a-1, A*Dia) =Eia)A*, so that

Dpa(a) =0 for p¿r and a>r, and Ep„(a) =0 for p>r and o^r. Thus the com-

plete irreducibility of D(a) requires that r be 0 or s, and the complete irre-

ducibility of E(a) requires that r be 0 or /. Hence either r = 0, in which case

A =0, or r = s = t, in which case det ^4^0.

If D(a) =E(a), every A —al has the same property as A. If a is a root of

the characteristic equation of A, we have det [A — «1 ] =0, so that our alter-

native requires that A — al =0, and A =al.

Theorem 21. Let D(a) and E(a) be completely irreducible normal repre-

sentations of degrees s and t respectively. If they are inequivalent, we have

Dpa X £t„(x) « 0.

Considering D(a) alone, we have

Dp, X £>t,(x) m

I
— Dpu(x) for o- = t,
í

0       for <r j¿ t.

Form the (rectangular) matrix

A = [AT,\,   AT, = Dp, X ETV(x)

for a given choice of p, v, and x. Then

¿ E„.(a)A,., = mJ ¿  Z?p„(xy-1)£TT'(a)£T'„(y)l
t'-1 L   t'-1 J

= Mv[Dp,ixy-l)ETViay)] = M2[D„„iz)ETiiaz-lx)],

22 A„'D...io) = My\ J2 Dp,,iy)Da.,ia)ETViy-lx)~]
<r'-X L o'-l J

= Mv[Dp„iya)Erlliy-lx)] = M^D^ErM^x)]

(the variable y being replaced by z = xy~l and z=ya respectively), and there-

fore

Eia)A = ADia).

Thus we can apply Theorem 20. If Dia) and E(a) are inequivalent, it results

that ^4=0, and if Z>(a) =£(a), A =ap„(x)l8 (ap„(x) being a complex number).

This implies (1) that ^„=0, that is, Dp„XE^ix) =0 if £>(a) and E(a) are

inequivalent or if D(a) =E(a) and ct^t; and (2) that An=apu(x), which is

independent of <r, if D(a) =E(a) and <r = r. Hence all the statements of our

Theorem are proved if we show that apv(x) = (l/s)Dpv(x). This follows im-

mediately from
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sapvix) = £4„ = il7B    £7>po(*y-1)7)<,„(y)
ff-l L   (T-l J

= MvDpvixy-ly) = MvDpvix) = D„„ix).

Theorem 22. For normal representations reducibility and complete reduci-

bility are equivalent, so that irreducibility and complete irreducibility are also

equivalent.

That complete reducibility implies reducibility is obvious. Assume now

that Dia) is reducible without being completely reducible. As we can replace

Dia) by any equivalent representation, we may assume 7J>(a) to be in the form

described in Definition 9. Then there would be a pair of indices p and cr such

that 7)^(a;) = 0. By Theorem 21, this relation implies that Dpa XD„P=DPP =0,

in spite of the fact that DPPil) = 1. Thus Dia) must be completely reducible.

12. Our next task is to formulate the connection between the units of

Definition 8 and representations. This is accomplished by means of

Theorem 23. For every unit faix) there exist a number of inequivalent irre-

ducible unitary representations 7)(1)(a), • • • , 7>(u)(a) of degrees sx, ■ ■ • , su

respectively such that

fax) = £ su     £ a„, DPe ix).

Here every matrix aM = {a(£ } is idempotent, that is, aM* = aM icf. footnote

on page 465), iaM)2=aw.-\ Conversely, every fax) which is formed in this way

iwhere DMia) and aM satisfy our conditions) is a unit.

By a suitable choice of Z?(M)(a) we can give the matrices aM the form

(„)        i 1 for p = ts ^ sj, with some sj =!,■■■, sw,

< for all other p and cr.

Consider the (a.p.) solutions fix) of the equation faXf=f. Assume that

it is possible to find 5 solutions gi, • • ■ , g. among them which satisfy the con-

ditions

&Xi,'(D = Mt\&,ix)g,ix)] = |o
1 for p = v,

for p 7¿ v.

Put

t That is,

"oa ix<to> *-~>    pa       or ** prptr       <tt ~ pr
a—1
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* _

4>(x, y) - cKxy-1) - 22gÁx)g„(y).
P-x

Then

Mx,v[\Mx, y) |2] = M.,w[\<Hxy-1) I2] - 22 Mx,v[faxy-l)gÁx)gÁy)í
c=l

t s

- 2~2 Mx,y[faxy~1) gPix) gM(y) ] + 22 Mx, v[gÁx)gÁy)g~Áx)gv(y)].
fi=X fi,v=X

By Theorems 9 and 10, the orthogonality properties of gß, and the relations

<t>XgP.=gi¡, g/. X(p = gi, this turns out to be equal to

Mx[ | fax) \2]- s - s + s = iNfa2 - s.

Therefore we have iNcp)2—5 3:0, so that s g (N<j>)2. Thus the possible numbers

s are bounded, and they have a maximal value. Assume that s is this maximal

value and choose gx, • • • , g. accordingly. If a solution/(x) of faXf=fis such

that fXgi =0 for all p = l, • • • , s, then necessarily f=0, for otherwise we

could put gt+x =f/(Nf), implying that Ngs+1 = 1, that is, &,+iXg'+i(l) =1, and

g,+xXgi (1) =0 as well as g„Xgi+x(l) =0 for p = l, • ■ ■ , s, so that

( 1 for u = v,
gpXgi(D= \nc p,v=l,--- ,s+l,

K 0 f or p ¿¿ v,

contradicting our assumption that 5 is maximal.

If we define f(x) to be \j/(x, a), we find by a simple computation that

faXf=f and fXgi (1) =0. Therefore/(x) =0, \f/(x, a) =0, and, as a was arbi-

trary, faix, y) =0, that is,

s

(Î) 4>(xy-x) » 22 gÁx)g~Áy).
M=l

As (%) implies that

4>Xf(x) = M,[faxy-l)fiy)] = Z Mv[g~¿J)fiy)]g¿x),
c-l

every solution of </>X/=/has the form^-i0^ (aß being complex numbers).

It is obvious that/(xa) is a solution along with/(x), so that g„(xa) is a solu-

tion, and we can write

g,(xa) = 22 Dp°(a)gAx).
0=1
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The orthogonality properties of gp determine the coefficients Dpo(a) uniquely:

D„ia) = Mx[g,ixa)gPix)] = gp' X g„(a).

Hence D(l) = 1„ and if we put D(a) = {D„„(a)}, p, a = 1,   • • • , s, we obvi-

ously have D(ab) =D(a)D(b), that is, D(a) is a representation. As (J) holds

if we replace x and y by xa and y a, that is, if we replace gP(x) and gp(y) by

gP(xa) and gP(ya), the transformations D(a) must be unitary.

All this implies that

fax) = £ g.ix)JJT) = £ Dp,ix)gPii)g7x>,
o==l p,o==l

so that 00*;) is a linear aggregate of all Dp„ix). Now (cf. Theorem 22) Dia)

can be transformed into an equivalent D'ia) which consists of a certain num-

ber of irreducible representations Dm(a), ■ ■ • ,7Jw(a) (of degrees St, ■ • ■ , sv

respectively, where Si + • • • + s„ = s) which succeed each other along the

main diagonal, and zeros in all other places. Therefore fax) is also a linear

aggregate of the elements Dp„'ix), that is, of the elements D("Jix). Now if

some representation DMix) is equivalent to another representation Dw{x),

the elements D{"}ix) are linear aggregates of elements of D(r)ix). Therefore,

in expressing fax) as a linear aggregate of all elements D(£ ix), it is sufficient

to keep only one member of each class of equivalent representations DMix).

Those representations thus kept maybe labeled D(1)(x), ■ • • , D<-u)ix), ufív.

So we finally have the result that Z)(1)(a), • • • , D'-^ia) (of degrees St, ■ ■ ■ , su

respectively) is a set of inequivalent irreducible unitary representations,

and fax) is a linear aggregate of the elements D{£ix), that is, we can write

fax) in the form

u 8«

fax) = £ s»   £ apt Dpl (x).
w=l p,a=l

If by means of this equation we now determine the meaning of 0' = 0

and 0X0 = 0, remembering that

(D    (x))* = D    (x)     = D    (x   ),

(W) (w) —1 (£i>) —1 (W)

Dapi x)  = Dpa ix   ), Dpa (x   ) ■= Dap (x),

thatis,7)(;;'(x)=7)<;p,(x),and
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D? x dix: =

i (<■>)
— Dp„   if co = x and er = t,

0        for all other co, x, P, cr, t, u,

we obtain exactly the conditions in our Theorem. Furthermore it is clear that

every matrix aM = {o^}, being idempotent, can be transformed into the

form given at the end of our Theorem. And the inverse transformations of the

representations DM(x), which carry them into equivalent representations,

bring about just these «('"'-transformations.

13. We choose a system of "représentants" for the inequivalent irre-

ducible (normal or orthogonal) representations of ® :

Definition 11. Let I be the set of all irreducible normal representations of

®. Call each subset (Hof I which consists of all the elements of I equivalent to one

of its elements a class. It is obvious that every element of I belongs to exactly one

class. Call the set of all classes C. Each element S of C contains unitary represen-

tations (since every normal representation is equivalent to a unitary represen-

tation) . Select one unitary representation from each (S of C, call it the représen-

tant of S, denote it by D(a; Ë)f, and denote its degree by s(ß).

Theorem 24. The (a.p.) functions Z>p(r(x;S), Ci in C, pander = 1, ■ • • , s(&),

have the property that

1

ZV(<5) X Z?T„(35) =  \ s((S)

This implies that

Mx[Dp,(x;ii)DVTix; 35] =

£>„„((£) for S = 35 and a = t,

0       for all other S, 35, p, <r, r, v.

1
■ for 6 = 35, p = v, <7 = r,

i(6)

0 for all other (5, 3), p, cr, r, v.

The first formula has been proved in Theorem 21. The second formula

follows from it if we put the variable equal to 1 and remember that

Z?T,(SD)' = Z?„(3)), DU, 35) = 1.

Thus the functions s(S)1/2 Z>„„(x; (£) form a "normalized orthogonal" sys-

tem. This is the basis for the formulation of the usual expansion theorems.

The key theorems of the theory will be proved as Theorems 28 and 29.

t This does not imply an essential use of the "axiom of choice" because it would in most cases be

possible to characterize a D(a; (5) in6 in a unique way. To abbreviate we shall also use the notation

D((&) omitting the argument a.
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Definition 12. If fix) is an a.p. function, the complex numbers

Sp„(<£) = / X 7>p,(l; <5)' = Mx[fix)Dp.ix;<i)]

are called its expansion coefficients. The matrices 5(S) = {ap„(6)}  are called

the expansion matrices.

Theorem 25. If f and g have the expansion matrices S(S) and j8(S) ((£

running over C),f±g,6f (0 any complex number), f andfXg have the expansion

matrices a(E)±¡8(@), 05(@), S(<5)*, and 3(S)/3(fë) respectively. A unit tp is

characterized by the fact that all its expansion matrices are idempotent, so that

only a finite number of them can be ^ 0. jg

The statements concerning/+g and 6f are obvious; as to/' it is sufficient

to remark that

M,[fix)D„ix;<S)] = Mx[J(x^)Dp.ix-~i; (&)']

= MxUixjDp,ix;§.)'] = M x[fix)D~^xTW] = oTM)-

The following computation proves our statement with regard to fXg (cf.

Theorems 7 and 8) :

Mx[fXgix)Dp,ix;(i)] = Mx,y[fiy)giy-ix)Dp„ix;£)]

= Mv„[f(y)g(z)D,Ayz;£)]
.(£)_

=   £   Mv,,[fiy)giz)DpTiy;(!i)DT,iz;Çi)]
T-l

.((S> _ _
=   £   Mv[jiy)DpTiy;<!l)]M,[giz)D„iz;(i)]

r—l

.((5)
= £ apr(e)p\,(®).

T-l

This discussion shows that the idempotence of all expansion matrices 5((£)

is characteristic of units fa but it follows from Theorem 21 that all those

matrices which have a Z)(a; S) not identical to a DMia) for some w = 1, ■ • ■, u

mush vanish, so that only a finite number are different from zero. (We here

use the fact that if two functions have the same expansion matrices, they

coincide; that is, if all expansion matrices of a function/vanish, then/O*;) =0.

This follows from Theorem 28 (the proof of which does not depend upon

Theorem 25) by putting/(a;) =gix).)

Theorem 26. If f has the expansion matrices 5(E) = {2p<r((£)} and if

©i, • • • , SB are elements of C, then of all linear aggregates g of the elements

Dp„i^,), «o = l, •••,«; p, <r = l, • • • , s(GQ, which can be written in the form
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n «(E„)

g(x) - 22 *(£<*)   Z   <*p,((Za)Dp,(x; <EW)
«—1 p.ff—1

that one which minimizes the expression (N[f—g])2 is characterized by the

property that apff(S«) = âpr(Qia). The minimum value in question is

(A/)2- ¿i(S„)   Z   |5P,(GM)|2.
til—1 p,<r=l

The proof is contained in the well known computation

(N[f-g])2 = Mx[\f(x)-g(x)\]2

= Mx[ | f(x) |2] - Mx[f(x)gJxJ] - Mx[fTx~)gix)] + Mx[ | g(x) \2]

n *(©a>)   _ _

= (W-E«   Z   apai^a)Mx[fix)Dpcix;(ia)]
u»l p,ff»-l

n «(Eu)

-22sid.)   22   <*p*i&»)Mx[fix)Dp,ix;&w)]
«—i p,ff=i

n «(E")     »(Ex) _ _

+ 22 i(6„M<Sx) 22     22 c*pÁ&»)<*r„i(&x)Mx[Dp,ix;£„)DT„ix;&x)]
U,X=1 p,<T=l       T.U—1

n «(Eu) _

= W)2 - 22 *(<£-) 22 2„(<s.)<v(<s.)
W-.1                   p,<r=l

n «(Su)   _ » «(Eu)

- Z î(œ») Z 2p.(eB)«p,(c.) + Z *(ffi-) Z I «p*«s») I2
U—I P,0-=>1 W=-l p,fT—l

= i(A/)2-Z^((S.) Z |a„(6„)|4

n * ((Su) )

+ Z *(«.) Z I <v(e.) - Sp.(e.) I2-
w«l p.a—1

Theorem 27. (Bessel's inequality.) If f has the expansion matrices («(E)

= j5p»(S)}, the number of those (E for which «((E) ¿¿0 is at most countably in-

finite, that is, it is possible to arrange them in a finite or infinite sequence

(Ei, Ss, • • • . Then we have

(Nf)2^ Eî(e.)E I MOI1.
W p,ff—1

Since, for all other (E's, «P,((E) =0, we ca» instead write

«(E)

(A/)2 £ Z *(€)   Z  I 5„(<E) |2.
S p,<r=l
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The number of S's for which

.«£>
i(<S)   £   |5P.(e)|2^e,      e>0,

p,<r—1

is, because of the last statement of Theorem 26, certainly finite and ^ (Nf)2/e.

Putting e = l, §, |, • • • successively, we see that, with at most countably

infinitely many exceptional S's, it is always the case that

*(6) £ |3P„(e)|2 = o,
P,tT=l

that is, «„„(6) =0. This proves the first statement of our Theorem.

For every n the last statement of Theorem 26 shows that

£ sia„)'22  |3^((S.) T á (A/)2.
«=1 p,(T—1

Hence the sum

£*(<£*) £ |5P„(eM)|2
o> p,<r=l

is convergent (if the number of terms is infinite) and ^ (A/)2.

Theorem 28. iParseval's equation.) Iff and g have the expansion matrices

5($) - {«,.(© } and 0(S) = {j5p,(6)}, ¿Ae»

.(S) _

Mx[fix)gix)] = £ *(<£)   £  3„(<S)MC>>
(a p,<r=l

wÂere the series £g contains at most countably infinitely many terms ^0,

and is absolutely convergent (if infinite at all).

If this is proved iovf=g, we obtain the real part of the statement by re-

placing our/ by (f+g)/2 and (/—g)/2 and subtracting. Replacing/ and g

by if and g gives the imaginary part and completes the proof. Hence we may

assume that/=g, that is, we must show that

(a/)2-£*(S) £ |5„,(e)|2 = o.
(5 P,(T-1

If we take all finite subsets of C for the Si, • • • , S„ in Theorem 26, we

see that the left side of the above equation is the greatest lower bound of all

(A[/—g])2 if g is any linear aggregate of any finite number of elements

7)p<r(S). Hence we need to show merely that it can be made ¿ e2 for any e>0.

This is accomplished by choosing the unit faix) according to Theorem 16, be-
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cause faXf is a linear aggregate of a finite number of elements Z)p<r((E). By

Theorem 23 we need to prove this only for the elements Z)ru(35) Xf and it

follows that

Z?T„(35) X fix) = My[DTV(xy-l;®)f(y)]

«(5D)

=     Z^t^XJ^LVy-^S))/^)]
X-l

»(S>)

= 22 My^y-^fiy^DiÁx;®).
x-i

Theorem 29. (Approximation Theorem) For every a.p. function f(x) and

every e>0 there exists a linear aggregate h(x) of a finite number of elements

Dp,(x; <E) (which can be limited to such elements for which the expansion matrix

«((E) off is 5^0) such that \f(x)—h(x)\ ^efor every x.

By Theorem 18 we may put h = faXfXg, so that we need to prove merely

that 4> XfXg is a linear aggregate of the desired kind. By Theorem 23 we may

consider Z)T„(35) XfXg. The last formula of the preceding proof shows that

this is a linear aggregate of a finite number of elements A* (35). This formula

gives for the coefficient of A-x(35) in £>p„(35) XfXg (replace its/ by fXg)

My[DUy-u,m X g(y)] = My[DiJy^Wf X g(y)]

= Mv[fXg(y)DvX(y;®)].

Thus it is the expansion coefficient of Z>„x(3)) in fXg, and this is equal to

zero if the expansion matrix of A* (35) in / is zero (cf. the statement of

Theorem 25 concerning fXg).

Theorem 30. Each a.p. function is the limit of a uniformly convergent se-

quence of functions each of which is a linear aggregate of a finite number of ele-

ments LV((E), and conversely.

The statement follows from Theorem 29 by putting € = 1, i, I, ■ • ■ in

succession. The converse statement is a consequence of the a.p. character of

all elements Z>P„((E).

IV. Almost periodicity and closed families of functions

14. Parts I-III give a fairly complete theory of a.p. functions in an arbi-

trary group ®, absolutely free from the customary restriction of continuity.

We now introduce restrictions of this type, but in a more general manner, by

considering certain families of functions.
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Definition 13. 4 set S of functions f(x) (defined in ® with complex num-

bers as values) is called a closed family (cl.f.) if it has the following properties:

(1) Iff(x) is in S, every fixa) is in S.

(2) If f(x) is in S, every f(ax) is in S.

(3) If f(x) is in S, every af(x) is in S.

(4) If f(x) and g(x) are in S,f(x) ±g(x) is in S.

(5) If fi(x), ft(x), ■ ■ ■ are in S and if fnix) converges uniformly to fix) as

n—> <=o, then fix) is in S.

Theorem 31. If S is a cl.f. and contains either f or g, then it contains fXg;

if Dia)= {7)p„(a)} is an irreducible normal representation, S contains every

Dp, if it contains one Dp„; if the system of representative irreducible normal repre-

sentations Dia; (5) is given (c/. Definition 11), and if S contains f, then S con-

tains all elements 7>pJ((S) of every 7>(S) whose expansion matrix 5(g) (c/.

Definition 12) is 9e 0.

Therefore Theorems 28 iParseval's equation), 29 iApproximation

Theorem), and 30 remain true if we restrict ourselves throughout to functions

in S.

If/belongs to S,fXg belongs to 5 by the Remark following Definition 6.

The case where g belongs to S can be reduced to the case where/belongs to 5

by replacing ab by ba in ®. If a Dp, belongs to S, every D„-a> belongs to it,

since, by Theorem 21, s2DplpXDp„XD„,,=Dp^.. Finally,

Mv[fiy)Dal,iy^x; g)] = Mv [/(y) £ D..r(rli 6)Z>„(*; 6)]

= Í2M,\fiy)D..Tiy-*]<í)]D„ix;<i) = £ My[fiy)DrAy, d) ]D„ix;<i),
r-l T=l

that is,

/ X D...Í&) = £ 2„.(<S)Z?„(S),
T=l

TV(£) X / X ZW<5) = — ap.„.((5)ZV(6).

Hence if 5(S) 5¿0 for a given S, that is, if any 5P^'(6) ^0, and if/belongs to

S, then/X£>,-„(©), ZV(e)X/XZWS), and Z>p„(g) in turn belong to 5.

If we keep these facts in mind we see that the proofs of Theorems 28, 29,

and 30 still hold in 5.
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Definition 14. // a topology T is given in ®t we denote the set of all T-

continuous functions by [T].

Theorem 32. // a topology T is given in ®f in which ab is continuous in a

for a fixed b, and in bfor a fixed a, then [T] is a cl.f.

The statement is obvious.

The a.p. functions of a cl.f. S are determined (in the manner described in

Theorem 30; cf. the last statement of Theorem 31) by the elements Dpc(di)

belonging to it. This greatly facilitates the determination of aU a.p. functions

of a given cl.f. S.

15. We shall discuss some examples in detail.

Example 1. Let 0 = ®^ be the set of all rational numbers with addition

as the rule of composition. As the group is Abelian, aU irreducible representa-

tions are of degree 1, D(a; (E) = {D„,(a; (E)}, p, <r = 1, so that we have a single

element Z?u(a;(E) =<?(a; (E). The fact that this is a unitary representation is

expressed by the relation

(*) <l>(a)fab) = faa + b),        | faa) | = 1.

Every rational number can be written in the form a = m/nl (m = 0,  ±1,

±2, ■ • • ; » = 1, 2, • • • )• Now put

*fâ =eir\ni} 0 é Xn  <  1 ,

Then

(**) faa) = <f> y^\ =

Since

» + 1 1

(» + l)i      »!

it follows that

O (* + DXn+i =• X» (mod 1) (n = 1, 2, • • • )

and, on the other hand, it is clear that (***) makes (**) a definition prescribing

a unique value for faa) which satisfies (*). So the general solution is (**),

with the further condition (***). An alternative way of writing (* *) is

Xn + Pn

W « + 1O X„+i =-——i      p„ = 0, 1, • • • ,«;     »=1,2,

t See first footnote on page 447.
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Example 2. Take the same ® = ®rat, but take its normal topology T = T0

(distance \a — b\) and consider 5= [To]. The question then is, for which

X„'s does the faa) of (**) belong to [T0]? That is, when is it To-continuous? It

is obvious that this means that »!X„ is bounded, and as (**) implies that

»!X„=Xi+l!/>i+ • • • +(» — l)!/>n-i, it means that only a finite number of

the pm's are ¿¿0. Thus «!X„ is ultimately constant, say X, and we have

(§) faa) = e2**ai (Xreal).t

Example 3. Take the same ® = ®rat, hut take its />-adic topology T = TP

(p = 2,3,5, ■ ■ -a prime number; distance is then 2No, where N0 is the minimal

exponent N = 0, +1, ±2, • • • for which the least denominator of pN(a — b)

is not divisible by p) and consider S= [T,]. The question is, for which X„'s is

the faa) of (**) 7>continuous? In Tp, p"/nl —>0 as j>—>oo (» = 1,2, • • • , but

fixed), so that exp (2ifKnpvi)-^l, A«^'—>0 (mod 1), which implies, of course,

that there is ac = cn for which \np' is an integer. This can be expressed in

the foUowing manner : there is a v for which \xp' is an integer, and pn in (ÎÎ)

is divisible by the greatest divisor of «+1 which is prime to p. On the other

hand, it is not difficult to see that this condition is sufficient.

Example 4. Let ® = ®reai be the set of all real numbers with addition as the

rule of composition. Again we first determine all a.p. functions, that is, all ir-

reducible unitary representations. This again means solving (*), but now

with a and b running over all real numbers. Equation (*) can be solved by the

following procedure :

Choose a rational linear basis of the set of real numbers, that is, a set B

such that for every real number a the equation a=«i£i+ • • • +ant-n (» = 1,

2, ■ ■ ■ ; ax, ■ ■ ■ , an rational numbers, all ^0; £., • • • , £„ different elements

of B) has exactly one solution [12, pp. 459-462]. For every £ of B we can

define the quantity

I am if £ = some f m,
rc)(Ö = \ ' m = 1, • • • , »;

I 0 if £ * each £m,

then r(0)(£) is always rational, we have

a = Z r<*>(m,

where only a finite number of terms are ¿¿0, and thus r(o+i)(£) = r(o)(£)

+r(6)(£). From this it follows at once that every solution faa) of (*) for real

a's is of the form

t Thus there exist discontinuous a.p. functions of a rational variable. This fact was proved by

Ursell [28, Second Note].
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(t) 0W = II *t(T<*>(í)),
tin.fi

where each fa(c) is a solution of (*) for rational c's, and thus only a finite

number of factors are j±l. Conversely, it is obvious that every faa) in (f)

is a solution. Therefore the general solution is given by (|) if, for every £ of

B, we choose a <p((c) from (**) and (**) withXn=Xf,„ and pn = Pi,n dependent

on £.

Example 5. Take the same ® = ®reai, but consider the set of all Lebesgue-

measurable functions, S = Sm, which is obviously a cl.f. The question is,

which functions faa) of (f) are Lebesgue-measurable ? As they are solutions

of faa)fab) =faa+b) and |0(a)| =1, we can infer from their measurability

that they must be of the form

(§) 0(a) = eMai (X real). J

Example 6. Take the same ® = ®reai, but take its normal topology T = Ta

(distance \a — b\) and consider S= [To]. The question is, which functions

faa) of (j) are To-continuous ? As every To-continuous function is measurable,

all such functions must be of the form (§); and as all functions (§) are con-

tinuous, this again gives the general solution.||

Example 7. Take the same ® = ®reai, but in it take a new topology

T = T(Kt, ■ ■ ■ , X4), where the only relation »1X1+ • • • +nk\k = 0, with

»i, • • •, «* = 0, +1, ±2, ■ ■ ■ , shall be «i= ■ • • =nk=0; distance is defined

byf
"I  girh^i _  g2xX16i|2 _1_   .   .  .   _|_ I g2T\kai _  g2irX*&¡ ! 2ll/2

= 2 [sin2 7rXi(a - b) + ■ • • + sin2 xX*(a - b)]1'2.

Hence the condition an-^>a in r(Xi, • • • , X*) as n—><» means that an-^>a with

Î This is analogous to a result of Fréchet [9] who discussed/(a)+/(£>) =/(a+i). Cf. also Sierpinski

[23] and Banach [1]. The simplest way to prove our statement is this:

Put^e(a)=/a" <j>(x)dx. Then<pt(.a) is continuous in a and satisfies <J/e(a)<f>(b) =\¡/t{a+b). If we had

^e(a)=0 for every t, then, as (d/de)^e(a) is equal to <j>(a+e) except over a set of measure zero, it

would lead to a function <fi(a+e)=0, except over a set of measure zero, which contradicts the con-

dition I <t>(a+c) |=1. Thus we can find «o and do such that 4>t0(ao) 5^0, and then our equation shows

that 4>(b) =&(<!+&)/&„(«o), that is, 4>(b) is continuous. Then \j/t (a) is differentiable, so that (by our

last equation) (¡>(b) is also. Now we differentiate <¡>{a)<¡>{b) = <j>(a+b) and get <j>\a)<j>{b) =<j>'{a+b), that

is, (t>'(b) = ß<t>(b) when a=0. This means that <f>(a)=ae9a, and our original conditions makeo:=l,

/3=2xX¿, X real.

|| Thus there exist discontinuous a.p. functions of a real variable, but they are all non-measur-

able. These facts have also been proved by Ursell [28, First Note].

H For k = 1 this is not only a new topology in ®„j, but this also implies an identification of ele-

ments congruent mod 1/Xi. After this identification it is the normal topology. For k> 1 it implies no

identifications, but it is a new topology.
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respect to mod 1/Xi, • • • , and mod 1/X* simultaneously. Therefore ®reai is

compact when metrically completed in this topology and every uniformly

T(Xi, • ■ • , Xt)-continuous function is a.p. (cf. Theorem 36). The question is,

which functions faa) of (f) are uniformly T(\x, ■ • • , X*)-continuous? As

r(Xi, • • • , X*)-continuity implies Jo-continuity, they must have the form

(§), that is, <p(a)=e2TXai. Now the condition an-^>a with respect to mod

1/Xi, • • • , andmodl/X* should imply that c/>(a„)—*£(a) so that eUXani—re2**".

This is the case if and only if

X = «1X1 + • • • + »*X*,       «i, ■ • • , nk = 0, ± 1, ± 2, • • • .*

Example 8. Let © be a semi-simple Lie group, f The determination of aU

a.p. functions again means the determination of all irreducible unitary repre-

sentations (which now of course need not be of degree 1). But such a repre-

sentation is always continuous in the normal topology Ta of ®.J Therefore

all a.p. functions in this ® are automatically To-continuous, in contrast

with Examples 1, 2, and 4, 6 (cf. footnotes f and || on pages 478 and 479

respectively). Thus there is no need to discuss 5= [T0] separately.

16. Examples 1-8 sufficiently iUustrate the various possibilities of com-

bining a.p. functions with topology to make further comment unnecessary.

We shaU now investigate another phenomenon.

Theorem 33. Let ®bea group and S a cl.f. of functions in it. The following

conditions on two elements a and b of ® are equivalent :

A. D(a;$)=D(b;<S.) (that is, D^a; (E) =Dp,(b; (E)) for every (E of C for which

the elements Dp„(<&) belong to S.

B. D(a)=D(b) (that is, Dp„(a)=Dp„(b)) for every normal representation for

which the elements D„„ belong to S.

C. f(a) =f(b) for every a.p. function in S.

A is a special case of B, so that B implies A.

As every D„,(x) is a.p. (Theorem 19 and Definition 10), B is a special case

of C so that C implies B.

Finally, Theorems 30 and 31 show that A implies C.

Our three statements together prove the equivalence of A, B, and C.

Definition 15. We call two elements a and b of ® which satisfy one of the

equivalent conditions of Theorem 33 S-coherent (if S is the set of all functions,

we abbreviate this to coherent). We denote the set of those elements which are

S-coherent (coherent) with I by &  (®o).

* That is, we are led to the Bohl-Esclangon [3] quasi-periodic functions with the basis Xi, • • •, X«.

Cf. also H. Bohr [4, II, pp. 111-117].
t For a detailed discussion of this notion cf. E. Cartan [7].

t This is a most remarkable difference between the behavior of Abelian Lie groups (cf. Example

4) and semi-simple Lie groups. It was discovered by B. L. van der Waerden [29, p. 785].
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Theorem 34. ®s is an invariant subgroup of ®, and if S=[T] for a

topology Tof®, then ©s is T-closed. Those elements of © which are coherent with

a given a form the coset of ©o in © belonging to a.

Consider the condition B in Theorem 33 (either A or C could also be used).

If a and b belong to ®0S we have D(ab) = D(a)D(b) = 1, Dia'1) = 7>(a)-1 = 1,

that is, a-1 and ab belong to it; if only a belongs to ®05, we have DÇb^ab)

= Dib)~lDia)Dib)=Dib)-iDib) = l, that is, b~lab also belongs to it. If

S= [T], every 7?(a) is T-continuous, each set 7?(a) = l is T-closed, and so

their common part ®oSis also. That a and b are coherent means that we al-

ways have Dia) =7)(è), Dia~xb) = 7J(a)-1Z>(&) = 1, that is, that a~xb belongs

to ®o5. Hence the elements b form exactly the coset of ®0S in ® belonging to a.

Definition 16. If ®05 = 1 (®o = 1) we call ® and S (®) maximally a.p. ; if

®o5 = ® (®o = ®) we call ® and S (®) minimally a.p.

These two cases are indeed the two extremes which can occur. If ® and

5 are minimally a.p., then for every a.p. fix) of 5 we always have/(a) =/(l),

that is, the constants are the only a.p. functions in S. And for every normal

representation Did) with the elements 7J>p,(a) in S, it must be 7)(a) =7>(1) = 1,

so that if Dia) is irreducible its degree must be 1. If, on the other hand, ®

and 5 are maximally a.p., then there exists, for every pair a and b in ®,

a^b, a g from C such that all 7J>pir(g) are in 5 with Dia; g)^7J>(ô; g), and

an a.p. function fix) in 5 such that /(a) 7e fib). Even more is true :

Theorem 35. Iffix)gix) is in S whenever fix) and gix) are in S, and if ®

and S are maximally a.p., then, for any finite set ai, ■ ■ • , an of distinct elements

of © and any set of complex numbers at, ■ ■ ■ , an, an a.p. function fix) exists

in S with the prescribed values fiai) =au ■ ■ ■ ,/(a„) =a„.

If a^b, there is an a.p. function gix) in S1 such that gia)^gib), so that

,. .     g(x) - g(b)
h(x) = ■-■

g(a) - gib)

is an a.p. function in 5 with A(a) = l and A(¿>)=0. For every pair a and

b ia^b), choose such a function A(x) and denote it by hia,b;x). Then

n n

f(x) = £ a,   II   h(a,,bß;x)
,—1 ll=zl,tl7*P

has all the properties required.

There are also some other ways to characterize ®05, but we shall not dis-

cuss them here.
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17. If ® and 5 are maximally a.p., we can introduce a topology by means

of their a.p. functions. In this connection the following notions are of im-

portance :

Definition 17. If ® and S are maximally a.p. we define a topology FS

in ® by considering the following "neighborhoods" 3í(a) of an element a of ®f:

Choose a finite number of a.p. functions /., ■ • • ,/„ and an e>0; then ^(a)

= 9î(a; fx, ■ ■ ■ ,/n, e) is the set of all b's such that \fx(a)—fx(b)\ <e, • ■ • ,

\fn(a) —fn(b) | <e. (If 5 is the set of all functions we abbreviate this to F.)

One sees at once that FS satisfies Hausdorff's Axioms (cf. first footnote

on page 447).

Definition 18. If two topologies Tx and T2 for a set © are given, Tx is

called weaker than T2 if every 7\-neighborhood of an element a of <& contains a

T2-neighborhood of a.

Obviously, every set which is closed or open in the TVsense, and every

function which is continuous in the TVsense, has the same property in the

TVsense. Thus for a group <S = ®, [Tx] is a subset of [T2] (cf. Definition 14).

On the other hand, it is obvious that if Sx and S2 are cl.f. and S2 is a subset of

Sx, then FSx is weaker than FS2.

We intend to go more deeply into the theory of [T] and FS on another

occasion. At present let us merely remark that for every ® (even for a non-

topologically given ®) F is a topology determined by ® alone (if ® is maxi-

mally a.p.). Discussion of Examples 1 and 4 shows without much difficulty

that ®rat and ®real are maximally a.p. (even with their cl.f. [To] or [Tp] and

[r0] or [r(Xi, • • • , \k)] respectively (for k>l, cf. footnote* on page 480))

and that their F's are very "strong" ; the condition an—*a in F as w—>°° means

that all a„'s, with a finite number of exceptions, are equal to a. On the other

hand, Example 8 shows that, for a semi-simple Lie group ® (if it is maximally

a.p.), F = F[T0]. Theorem36 shows that if ® is compact in To, ® and [To]

are maximally a.p. and F [T0] = T0. Thus, if ® is a semi-simple and compact

Lie group, it is maximally a.p. and F = T0.

18. The case where a group @ and a topology T have the properties that

® and [T] are maximaUy a.p. and F[T] = T is of particular importance.

Theorem 36. ® and [T] are maximally a.p. and F[T] = T in each of the

two following cases (in case B, F [T] = T should be understood to mean only that

the condition an-^a as »—>oo is equivalent to it in both senses) :

A. ® is compact in T.

t See first footnote on page 417.
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B. ® is locally compact\ and separable^ in T, ® is an Abelian group, and ab

and a-1 are T-continuous in a and b, and a respectively.%

If ® is compact in T, every continuous fix) is a.p.: for ® being compact,

fix) is uniformly continuous; if any sequence at, a^, • • ■ is given, we can

extract from it a subsequence an , a„ , ■ ■ ■ which converges to a limit a, and

then we have the result that/(za„ )—>fixa) and/(a„„:*;)—>fiax) uniformly as

v—*<*>. Thus [T] consists only of a.p. functions.

Now it is possible to define a distance D (a, b) in ® which is equivalent to

the topology T [27, 25]. fix) =7>(a, x) belongs to [T] and we have the result

that fia) =0^/(ô), proving that ® and [T] are maximally a.p.; and the

neighborhood ^(a; /, e) (cf. Definition 17) is the sphere with the center a

and the radius e; proving that T is weaker than F[T]. But F[T] is obviously

weaker than T, and therefore F [T] = T. Thus A is proved.

The proof of B will be given at the end of Part V.

Minimally a.p. groups likewise exist, for example, the group tjc) of all

linear transformations of determinant 1 in the real euclidean space of n

dimensions, w = 2, 3, ■ ■ • . As it is a semi-simple Lie group, indeed even

simple [6], all its bounded representations are continuous [29]; as it is a

linear group, their continuity implies their differentiability [14, p. 37 ]. Hence

we need only determine those irreducible representations of cj(n) which arise

from "infinitesimal representations," and see if there exist any bounded ones

among them. Now these representations and their traces (characteristics) are

known [70; 30, pp. 287, 300], and only the identity, Dia) = l, has a bounded

trace, so no other representation can be bounded. Application of Theorem 33,

criterion A, shows that g(„> is minimally a.p.

The group o' of all transformations y = ax+b (a and b real, a>0) is

neither minimally nor maximally a.p., as a simple discussion shows.

V. Abelian groups

19. We assume throughout Part V that the assumptions of Theorem 36,

case B (which we shall finally prove), hold ; thus we assume that a group ®

and a topology T are given, that © is locally compact and separable in T and

Abelian, and that ab, a-1 are T-continuous.

Under the above topological assumptions, A. Haar has shown the existence

of a right-invariant Lebesgue integral [11, pp. 166-167 ]. Thus it is possible to

define for complex-valued functions fix) defined in © (i) a notion of measura-

t "Locally compact" means that each element a has a conditionally compact neighborhood [13,

p. 107]; as a group © is homogeneous it is sufficient to postulate this for the element 1. "Separable"

means that there exists a countably infinite "equivalent system of neighborhoods"; if the topology

is originated by a distance notion, one may postulate the existence of a countably infinite everywhere

dense subset [13, p. 12S, and p. 229, Axiom 10].

t See first footnote on page 447.
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bility, (ii) a notion of summability, (iii) an integral f^f(x)dx. On the basis of

(i) and (ii), moreover, it is possible to do this in such a manner that (i)-(iii)

have aU the formal properties of these notions as in the usual Lebesgue

theory, and besides are invariant under the substitution of f(xa) for f(x).

We now consider aU measurable functions f(x) in ® for which |/(x) |2 is

summable, that is, /©|/(x) 12dx is finite. These functions form a Hilbert space

§® if we define the inner product (/, g) to be f®f(x)g(x)dx'\, provided that ®

is infinite, which we will assume to be the case. (If it is finite, it is compact and

falls under case A.) In §©,

if) Oaf(x) = f(xa)

defines a Unear and unitary operation (that is, an operation which leaves

(J, g) invariant), and it follows that

(##) OaOb = Oat>.

Now we use the AbeUan character of ®, by virtue of which (if) impUes

that Oa and Ob commute. As Oa is unitary, its adjointf is 0* = Oa~l and, by

(t#),Oa* = Oa-i. Thus every 06 commutes with every Oa and 0*, and the set

of all operators Oa has been called AbeUan [16, p. 389]. Therefore a theorem

proved by the author applies to this set : there exists a bounded Hermitian

operator R such that every Oa is a function of R,

(§ #) O a = (t>a(R),

where c/>a(X) is a complex-valued function of the variable X.§ That the func-

tions </>„(X) can be used for the discussion of the group ® has been noted by

Haar and successfuUy applied to countably infinite AbeUan groups [10, p.

131]; cf. also Wiener and Paley [33]. Theorem 37 will be an application of

this idea in the fuU generality allowed by Haar's right-invariant Lebesgue

integral. It must be remarked, however, that Haar's method of discussing

countably infinite AbeUan groups has been considerably simplified by

Wiener and Paley [33], but that their simplification seems not to apply to

our general case, and that we have to use Haar's original method.

Theorem 37. If ® and T fulfill the assumptions formulated at the beginning

of this part (that is, if © is locally compact, separable, and AbeUan), there exists

a function in two variables <p(a, X) (a in ®, X real) with the following properties:

f For the modern theory of Hilbert space cf. J. v. Neumann [15, pp. 63-70,108-111]. Cf. further

M. H. Stone [24, pp. 1-32].
§ The notion of a function of an operator is due originally to F. Riesz. More general forms have

been given to it by J. v. Neumann [17, pp. 202-213] and M. H. Stone [24, pp. 221-241]. The theorem

in question has been proved by J. v. Neumann [17, p. 214].
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/oW = {[

faa, X) is a Baire function in (a, X),* and there exists a "resolution of the iden-

tity" £(X) such that

(Í) (Oaf,g) =   fa'faa,\)d(E(\)f,g)^

identically in a and f(x) and g(x).

For the function faa, X) =0O(X) in ('##), the theorem mentioned in the

footnote! on page 484 leads to all our statements except for the Baire charac-

ter of 0(a, X) in (a, X) (it would show the Baire character in X, but we need

it also in a).

We know that finite linear aggregates of functions /q where O is a con-

ditionally compact open set, therefore having finite measure, and

' 1 for a in ¡O,

^0 elsewhere,

are everywhere dense in our functional space [15, p. 110]. From now on

"everywhere dense" will be interpreted in the sense of the distance

D(f, g) = ||/ - «|| - [(/ - g,f - g)Y>2 = [ f \f(x) - gix) \2dx~J

but not in the sense of the distance l.u.b.x\fix) —gix) |. Now, if Oi is an open

set the closure of which is part of O, we can find a continuous function §

= 1 for a in O,

= 0 for a not in O,

. S 0 and ^ 1 elsewhere.

If we let Oi converge to O, then /q £> (<z) converges everywhere to, and is

majorized by, f&ia), so th&t fs^ia) is its limit in the sense of the distance

||/—g||. Therefore continuous functions / which are ?*0 only in conditionally

compact sets are everywhere dense in our functional space. Since an—*a im-

plies xan—>xa, we have/0*;an)—>/(a;a) for these functions, and, by the second

property,

\\OaJ - Oaf\\ = T J]   fixan) - fixa) |2¿s]    -* 0.

Hence a„—>a implies OaJ-*C>af for an everywhere dense set of f's, but as all

* That is, it can be obtained from continuous functions in (a, X) by successive limiting processes

wherein the limit is always taken of everywhere convergent sequences.

t /_„ is a Lebesgue-Stieltjes integral over X. For an explanation of the terminology used, see [15,
p. 92] or [24, p. 174].

§ This is a problem of Fréchet, first solved by Hahn. Cf. [26, Anhang III, p. 290].

7b,D»'
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Ob's are unitary operators, and therefore uniformly continuous in /, the im-

plication holds for every/. Consequently Oa/is a continuous function in a for

every fixed/.

A simple computation shows, after substituting E(p)g in (J), at the end

of Theorem 37 in place of g [cf. 17, p. 206],

(Oaf, E(p)g) =    f * faa, \)d(E(\)f, g).

Now choose a complete normalized orthogonal system/1,/2, • • • ,put/=g=/„,

» = 1, 2, ■ • • , multiply by 2_n, and add. The infinite series thus obtained

in the left- and right-hand members converge uniformly since (Oaf, E(p)g)

and (£(X)/, g) are both ú\\f\\ ||g|| in absolute value. The result is

22 2-iOof», Eip)fn) =    f " faa, X)d [ Z 2-(£(X)/„, /„)].
n=l •'—» L n-1 J

(Oafn, E(p)fn) is continuous in a and continuous on the right in p, (EQi)fn, /„)

is continuous on the right in X and monotonicaUy increasing, and the same

properties hold for the uniformly convergent sums
00 00

Fia, p) = 22 2~niOafn, EGO/.),       G(X) = Z 2-"(£(X)/„, /0 -
n=X n=l

Thus Fia, p) and G(X) are Baire functions, the latter is monotonicaUy increas-

ing, and

Fia,p) =    ("faa, X)dG(X).

If we consider G(X) as the variable (instead of X), then the weU known

theorem on the differentiability of integrals shows thatt

Fia, p + ô) - Fia, p - e)
lim   -

<¡,«-o+       Gip + Ô) - Gip - e)

exists and equals fa[a, p) except, however, for a set of p's dependent on a

whose £ = G(p)-image§ is a set (of real numbers) of Lebesgue measure zero.

Now the function

faia, X) =

Fia, p + ô)- Fia, p - c) ..,.-*-.
lim  -when this limit exists,

i,e-.o+     G{p + °) - Gip - e)

0    otherwise

t Cf. [5, pp. 544-545]. Analogous results concerning "central derivatives" of F with respect to

G are due to Daniell [8].

§ If Gin) is discontinuous at /i=mo, the image of p=ßo is supposed to be the whole jump-interval

GO'o-OÍSíáGG.o+O).
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is obviously a Baire function, and the set 2 of X's for which 0i(a, X) 7e faa, X)

has a £ = G(ju)-image of Lebesgue measure zero. Since 2nGip) — (£(/x)/B, /»)

is monotonically increasing, the £ = 0E(/i)/„, /„)-image of 2 is also of

Lebesgue measure | zero, and therefore every Z = iE(jx)f, f)-image is of Le-

besgue measure zero [17, p. 213, the last remark of Part II].

Hence we may replace faa, X) in (f) by 0i(a, X), and this will not affect

the validity of (Í) for/=g; now if we replace our/by if+g)/2 and (J—g)/2

and subtract, we get the real part of the general ({) ; if we replace/ and g by

if and g, we get its imaginary part, and prove it altogether. Thus 0i(a, X)

meets all our requirements.

Theorem 38. Under the assumptions of Theorem 37, faa, X) can even be

chosen as a continuous function in a satisfying the equations

faab, X) = faa, X) fab, X), | faa, X) | = 1.

A simple computation shows [17, p. 206 ] that

iO«Ohf, g) =   f     faa, X) 0(0, X) ¿(£(X)/, g),
*  -00

iOa*Qaf, g)=    f      | faa, X) |2 diE(k)f, g) ;

on the other hand,

(<W,*)«   f     faab,\)d(E(\)f,g),       (f,g)=   [     d(E(\)f,g).
J -00 J -00

Now OaOb = Oab, Oa*Oa = 1 ; therefore the right sides of our equations are equal.

An analogous computation shows that if we substitute E(p)g for g [17, p. 206]

and subtract, we get

(ß i faab, X) - faa, X) fab, X)) ¿(£(X)/, g) = 0,
•'-oo

f"i\faa,\)\2-l)diEi\)f,g) =0.
•'-oo

Putting /=g shows that the equations of our Theorem hold except for a set

of X's (depending on the pair a and b and on a respectively), the £ = (£(X)/,/)-

image of which has Lebesgue measure zerof (this condition holds for all

f's  simultaneously).   Returning to   the complete normalized orthogonal

t The Lebesgue measure of the £=H(ji)-image of a set© is fçs~dH(ji), and therefore, if itisO for

H(ji), it will be 0 for every other function K(ji) for which H(jt) — K(ji) is monotonically increasing

[cf. 17, p. 198, rule d, and p. 199].
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system/i,/j, • • • in the proof of Theorem 37, and to the corresponding

G(X) = ¿2-(£(X)/.,/0,
n=l

we see that also the £ = G(X)-images have Lebesgue measure zero (this follows

for each 22n-i2~R(EQi)fn, fn) from the integral formula in the footnote on

page 487, and for

G(X) = Z 2-» (E(\)fn, /0
n-l

from the fact that the difference is monotonically increasing, ^0, and

éZ?-*+i2- = l/2".
For a-sets and &-sets (that is, subsets of ®) we have a measure, namely,

the Haar-Lebesgue measure. For X-sets (that is, sets of real numbers) we shall

consider the Lebesgue measure of the £ = G(X)-image (cf. the footnote§ on

page 486), and call it the X-measure. All these measures have the formal

properties of the Lebesgue measure.* We can, by the analogue of the process

which leads from linear to plane measure [cf. 18, p. 588] use these measures

to define measures with similar properties for (a, £>)-sets, (a, X)-sets, and

(a, b, X)-sets. If we use these defining processes, the theorem of Fubini holds

for all combinations of the variables a, b, X because its proof [5, pp. 622-628]

appUes unchanged.

As we are dealing with Baire functions, the (a, b, X)- and (a, X)-sets for

which faab, X) ̂ faia, \)<p(b, X) and | fa[a, X) j == 1 are Borel sets and therefore

measurable. Hence Fubini's theorem can be applied to them; as for fixed

a, b and a respectively they give X-sets of zero X-measure, they are sets of

zero (a, b, X)-measure and (a, X)-measure themselves. This again implies that

if X does not belong to a certain (fixed) set ©i of zero X-measure, and if a does

not belong to a certain set ©200 (depending on X) of zero (Haar) measure,

then we have the result that, if b does not belong to a certain set ©3(X,o) (de-

pending on X and a) of zero (Haar) measure, then <j>(ab, X) =fa[a, X)c¿>(6, X),

and, at any rate, | <p(a, X) | =1.

Now choose a conditionally compact open set £5. If we had, for a certain X,

|   fax, \)dx = 0

for every O, this would imply that

|   fax, \)dx = 0

* By this we mean that they satisfy Carathéodory's postulates I-V [5, pp. 238-239, 258].
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for every measurable set 372, and thus fax, X) =0 except for an «-set of X-

measure zero. This contradicts the fact that we have |0(*, X) | =1 except for

an «-set of X-measure zero. Therefore choose O such that

|  fax, \)dx j¿ 0,

and denote the set of all (ax)'s (a; in O) by aO.

Assume X in @i and a in ©2(x). Then we have faiax, X) =0(a, X)0(«, X) if

x is not in ©3(x'o) and this implies that

faa, X) I    fax, \)dx =        faax, \)dx =    I    fay, \)dy,

faSDfa^x, ^)dx
<p(a, X) = -7-

J^fax, \)dx

Now, by well known theorems on Lebesgue integrals, the numerator is con-

tinuous in a, the denominator is constant and ^0, and for this argument we

need not restrict a to ©2^' (X, of course, is in ©i). Hence we may define a

continuous function fa(a, X) by putting it equal to

fj^fax, \)dx

fgfax, \)dx

(X in ©i) ; and we have 02(a, X) =faa, X) if a is not in ©j^.

In this case, if b is not in ©2(X> and ab is not in ©2(X), we have fa(ab, X)

=fa(a, \)fa(b, X). But as we except only a £>-setof zero (Haar) measure, this

holds in an everywhere dense ô-set, and thus, for reasons of continuity, for

every b. So the above formula is true for every b, and | fa(a, X) | = 1 is true if

a is not in ©2(X). For the same continuity reasons, therefore, there are no a-

exceptions at all. Thus (if X is not in ©i) faia, X) meets the requirements of

our theorem if it can replace 0(a, X).

By definition, 02(a, X) is a Baire function in (a, X). Hence the (a, X)-set

for which faa, X) ̂ fa(a, X) is a Borel set and therefore measurable. Hence

Fubini's theorem applies to it, and since for a fixed X, except in a set of zero

X-measure (©i), it gives an a-set of zero (Haar) measure (©2(x))) it is a set of

zero (a, X)-measure itself. This again implies that if a does not belong to a

certain (fixed) set ©i* of zero (Haar) measure, then faa, X) =faia, X) provided

X does not belong to a certain set @2'(<,) (depending on a) of zero X-meàsure.

If we change 02(a, X) for the X's of ©i into 1, we obtain its continuity in a

and the equations of our Theorem for all X's without exceptions, and the state-
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ment just now proved still holds if we replace <S2'(,I) by <S2'(<,)+©i which is

also a set of zero X-measure.

If a does not belong to ©/, we have faa, X) =faia, X) except for a X-set

with zero X-measure, that is, with a £ = G(X)-image (cf. the footnote§ on page

486) of zero Lebesgue measure. This proves, as at the end of the proof of

Theorem 37, that

(04, i) =   f     Ma, X) d(E(\)f, g)

identically in f(x) and g(x) if a does not belong to ©i". Since ©/ has zero

(Haar) measure, the domain of validity in a is everywhere dense. But both

sides are continuous functions of a: this was shown for the left side at the

beginning of the proof of Theorem 37, and follows for the right side from the

continuity of fa(a, X) in a for all X's. Hence our equation holds for all a's.

Thus fa(a, X) meets all our requirements.

Theorem 39. If the assumptions of Theorems 37 and 38 are satisfied, and

if ab and a-1 are continuous in (a, b) and in a respectively, then the condition

faa, X) =<f>(b, X) for all X's is equivalent to the condition a = b, and the condition

<p(an, \)—*p(a, X) as »—»«> for all X's is equivalent to the condition an-^a as

n-*<x>.

The first statement follows from the second by putting a1 = a2= • ■ • =b.

The necessity of the criterion in the second statement is obvious, as all the

functions <p(a, X) are continuous in a. So the only thing we need to prove is

its sufficiency.

Therefore suppose that <f>(an, X)—*#(a, X) as «—><» for all X's. Then (f)

in Theorem 37 shows that (OaJ, g)-*(Oaf, g) as w—><» for any/(x) and g(x)

of our functional space. Now let O be a conditionally compact open set, and

define
( 1 for x in O,

/£>(*) = \
(0 elsewhere.

Put/(x) =/o(x) and g(x) =/o(ax). Then

(OaJ, g) =    I   f(anx)f(ax)dx,

(Oaf, g)=   f | f(ax) \2dx > 0,'©

and (OaJ,g)^>(Oaf, g) implies that if « is sufficiently large, (OaJ, g) ̂ 0 and

therefore f(anx)f(ax) ^ 0. Hence there is an x for which anx and ax both belong
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to O, and as ana~x = (anx)(ax)~1, aan_1 can be written in the form uv~x, where

u and v both belong to O. As every open set has conditionally compact sub-

sets, this holds for every open O.

Now let 9Î be a neighborhood of a. Then we can find an open set O for

which every uv1, u and v in O, belongs to 5Î. (Here is where the extra con-

tinuity assumptions are used.) Then our result shows that if n is sufficiently

large, an belongs to 9Î. This means that an-^a as »—>°o.

Theorems 37 and 38, combined with Theorem 19, show that each faa, X),

when considered as an a-function, is a.p. and belongs to [T]. Therefore

Theorem 39 proves exactly the statements of Theorem 36, case B.
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